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INTRODUCTION

G. M. Delgrosso - Pres dent, Lambton College, Sarnia

We are pleased to present a selection from the papers given at.
the 1975 international InstLtute on the Community College. This,
the sixth Institute, had as its theme "New Thrusts - New Musts".
Within this purview, the_papers that follow focus on a range
of topics including staff development, adult education, student
development, the college role in the community, innovative de-livery systems, governance, and humarism in education.

Space does not allow us to include all the material presented by
an outstanding roster of resouIce people. However, the sampling
contained in these Proceedings confirms the fact that again the
Institute met its goals as stated below,

The Institute exists to provide a means for study of the community
college movement_ in all its international diversity. Participants
each year have the opportunity to:

clarify personal and institutional goals through dis-
cussion and debate. on both current issues and basic
philosophy

increase their abilities to perform -i-h greater skill
and insight in their college roles

heighten their perception of the community college as a
new force and movement in education

learn of important current developments in teaching,
student services, staff development, academic adminis-
tration, educational technology and governance in
community colleges

share ideas, experiences and information with colleagues
from many different colleges

benefit from the experience and knowledge offered by out-
standing educational practitioners invited to the Institute
as consultants.

For the last six_Years, the Institute has provided to an extra-
ordinary group of people an opportunity for associ4tion and dis-
cussion focussed on their shared belief in the concept of the
community college. Wb are grateful for the support, encourage-
ment and advice we have received. We look forward to fulfilling
our continuing commitment to provide an international forum for
analysis and study of the community college.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT AS INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

Dr. Terry O'Banion

Professor of Higher Education
University of Illinois

Urbana, Illinois

Currently Professor of Higher Education at the University of Illinois,
Urbana, Professor O'Banion has served as a Visiting Professor at Berkeley,
University of Hawaii and Florida State UniversitY. He has been a national
project director for AACJC and dean of Students at two Florida Community
Colleges.

His publications include five books including The Shared Jourmt: An
Instroduction to Encounter, Student Development Pro rams Ti ConnuniTy
Colle es, Teachers for Tomorrow: Staff Development PiiigFams in Community
Colleges and- 40 articles. He has consulted in over 00 community colleges
in 30 states and in Alberta, Quebec and Ontario. Teachers for Tomorrow
was selected as one of the Outstanding Books in education foTT973;
Professor O'Banion has been selected as an Outstanding Teacher at the
University of Illinois for the past seven years.



STAFF DEVELOPMENT AS INSTI GE

Terry O'Banion

University of Illinois

In the 1960's "change" "innovation" "development were the acoustical

badges of community colleges. (Sydney Jourard describes the acoustical badge

as an item or an idea an individual or institution wears to broadcast identity.)

In the 60's community colleges were stretching their facilities to accommodate

new students who came in masses and stretching traditional approaches to education

in attempts to respond to the needs of those masses. "Change", "innovation",

"development" - - these were the demands - funds were available - acCountability

was an idea whose time had not yet come. And change, innovate, develop we did -

not in all community colleges, perhaps not even in most - but the pulse and

heartbeat of the community college movement all across North America made us feel

as if we were involved in change, innovation, and development.

The new change that came about did so in old ways. NaTol faculty were

hired in great numbers (In the U. S. the number of faculty increased by 327%

between 1960 and 1970.) as a way of adding new blood and new ideas. We assumed

these "new" faculty would keep us relevant, up to date; they would bring the new

approaches needed for the new students. We questioned then, but had to time to

check it out, what we now know for sure: these were not new faculty with new

ideas. They were young faculty from old universities, or they wero upwardly

mobile high school teachers who wanted to tcach in "college", or they were tired

of or disillusioned with business or industry; given the situation they did an

excellent job.

New facilities were constructed as a way of bring ng about change.

competed for the time of the famous architects - Kump; Caudill, Rowlett, and

Scott; Perkins and Will - to design spaces that would encourage 1.earning. We

created "nurture nooks," a home away from home atmosp ere. We built electronic

conduits to each teaching/learning space. We built house plans, cluster units,

crossroads communities.

New programs were developed to bring about change. We organized learning

laboratories, deVelopment centers, preparedness programs, threshhold centers.

We initiated Black Studies Programs, Women's Centers, Adult Counseling Centers.

We hired Vice Presidents In Charge,of Heresy, Human Development racilitators

and Animateurs We launched cooperative education programs, indtvidual study



programs; in a few cases several colleges attempted serious redesigns of general

education.

New equipment was purchased and new approaches were practiced to bring

about change. Everyone needed more software and hardware. Computers were in-

stalled in the spaces that had been designed for drop-in health centers. Behavio-a

objectives promised an end to ignorance, and encounter groups promised an end to

unhappiness. All education was to become "individualized," "self-paced,"humanized."

In the frustration to deal with and bring about change, more dramatic

approaches were sometimes followed: presidents were fired, students were placed

on all committees high-powered consultants were brought in to blitz the faculty.

And when all else failed to bring about change, a committee was formed to uake

a study.

And what was happening with the faculty, the administrators, and the

support staff during this yeasty time of change, innovation, development? They

were taking "in-service training" - one of the most despicable and boring activities

in all of education. All of the energy, creativity, and funds went into salaries,

facilities, programs, and machinery. Forgotten were those maxims worn smooth

through experience:

A college is as good as its faculty.

The college is the length and shadow of its leadership.

Education occurs when there is a meeting between persons.

Priorities were on numbers of increasing numbers of students, in-

creasing numbers of facil'ties, increasing numbers of programs. For the most

important part of the institution - the staff - "in-service training" was available:

a two-day orientation session dominated by the business manager and the registrar

and their need to supply information; a consultant came to speak about the open-

door philosophy; a copy of the Junior Colle e Journal was plac2d in the faculty

lounge. One faculty member, in response to an evaluation that asked the most

important outcome of participation in the two-day fall orientation session, re-

ported "I finished knitting a left sock."

In the great growth period of the 60's perhaps there was no other choice

than to respond as best we could to the growth - a growth that is still occurring

in some Canadian provinces. Recently, however, there is a growing recognition

that priorities need to be realigned. There is in community colleges everywhere

an emerging priority on persons, on the needs of the people who staff the

people's college. This priority was slyngly underscored by the 1975 2nd National



AACJC Assembly on Staff Development:

The staff of a college is its single greatest resource. In
economic terms, the staff is the college's most significant and
largest capital investment. In these terms alone, we affirm that
it is only good sense that the investment should be helped to appreciate
in value and not be allowed to wear itself out or slide into obsolescence
by in attention or neglect.

But in a more crucial sense, a college's staff is the expression of
its purposes, the collective manager of its missions. As the college's
purposes change and adapt to the social needs of its community, its staff
deserves - must have - opportunities to adapt and change, too.- -

The Assembly recognizes the accelerated and even headlong rush of
change in our society. We recognize that community and junior colleges,
perhaps more than any other se gment of the educational community, as
obliged to respond to the iron imperatives of a period in which our whole
society must learn to manage change and increasing scarcity with imagination,
ingenuity, and - we hope with some modicum of grace. Such management
of change in our colleges must begin with our staffs, who, by their skill
and their example, may help our students learn what is needful for them.

This Assembly urges in the most vigorous terms that community and
junior colleges accept staff development as a first-rank priority and give
to it the same total institutional commitment that is accorded to its other
programs and curriculums.

Every community college in Canada and the U. S. offers staff development

activities; few have staff development programs in the sense of an organized,

purposeful, supported attempt to provide for the professional and personal growth

of all staff. Exceptions are Quebec, Ontario, and Florida that have fairly well

developed programs. Most colleges, while they offer some activities have little

idea of the range of their staff development activities. One Midwest college

was spending $100,000 a year on staff development activities without realizing

the elements of an outstanding program were present. The first step in planning

a program of staff development is to assess current activities and expenditures;

in many cases a college may already have an adequate budget for staff development,

and the program may only need coordination and direction.

The second step in planning a staff development program is to dqtermine

how staff development fits into the institution and to determine the purposes it

is to meet. There is a growing literature on purposes and programs of staff

development that discusses the obvious purposes of staff development such as

assisting faculty to keep up with their disciplines and to learn about new ed-

ucational technology and concents. Perhaps more importantly, however, staff

development can be conceptualized as a major catalyst for institutional change.

The following constructs and examples describe and support this notion that may

have Valuable implications for community college development.

.10
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In this construct, proposed by David Cox of Broward Community

College in Florida, student development is, of course, posited as the major

purpose of all activities in education. We are in the profession of facilitating

the maximum development of students in all the ways they can grow; student

development, therefore, is our central concern and is represented by the

central circle.

Program development includes curriculum and instruction, the body

of knowledge and experiences offered and the way they are offered. Organization

development is the way we manage our relationships and structure our decision-

making processes with each other so that our programs can be offered to students.

The missing component in education has been staff development or how we develop

ourselves so that we manage better and offer better programs so that students

will dev,op more adequately.

This is a dynamic construct in that change in one area affects change

in other areas. A new program constructed on behavioral objectives will mean

considerable staff development to help staff learn how to write and use be-

havioral objectives. New organizational structures may be needed in terms

of a learning resource center or instructional development center to provide
.

for materials and assistance in developing behavioral objectives. Or students

may achieve membership on all college committees which will make for some changes

in the organizational relationships of the college. Programs may need to be

organized in the student activities sector to give students leadership training;

staff may need to meet in interaction labs with students to become sensitized

to students as decision makers and colleagues. There is an interaction effect,

then, any time change occurs in the institution.

The following construct focuses on staff development as a primary

source of change. The same construct could be drawn for each of the other

components.
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Several examples will serve to describe the major thesis of this

construct: Improved Staff Development leads to improved Program Development

and Organization Development which lead to improved Student Development.

This is only an unexamined thesis, however, and at the present level of know-

ledge and experience in staff development we can not be sure this thesis is

true; indeed it is even difficult to find examples which support the thesis.

The idea, however, appears sound; the possibility is much to be hoped for;

the thesis is shared to stimulate discussion and encourage experimentation

and research.

Case Stud Broward Commun t Colle 'e North C us - Ft. Lauderdale Florida

In February 1974 the entire staff (instructors, counselors, and

administrators) spent a Friday and Saturday together exploring the concept of

a staff as a "caring community." Friday afternoon A consultant presented

the concept of the "caring community" and encouraged staff to explore their

own personal needs and how they could be met when other staff members were

committed ro caring for each other. Friday evening and all day Saturday,

members of the student development staff facilitated small group interac ions

for the staff, and there was large group exploration of the implications

buttressed by opportunities for social interation in the late evening and

meal time.

A year later the Director 'of Staff Development writes the following

account of the impact of that week-end.

I feel that week-end and the "taring community" notion has had a

major and lasting impact on the total North Campus. Meny more people than

myself keep talking about caring community renewal, maintenance, and enhancement

at the:Campus level. It has become a theme and a source for identity for the

North Campus. Our theme is "The North Campus is a caring community." In our

activities now we include maintenance and non-instructional staff. Serious

efforts are made to integrate the campus community as human beings and to get

rid of "student", "teacher" and other role labels. I can't.prove it, but I

believe for many instructors the caring community concept has carried over

into the classroom as a rewarding climate in which to learn about subject

matter and people. I know the academic administrative staff members (depart-

ment heads and division chairpersons) have been discuSsing caring community

14



renewal and saying we are not as caring as we were a year ago.

I have used the caring community theme with the total student develop-

ment staff on the North campus and with anybody else whenever I get a chance.

We are working on a peer counseling program to emphasize Friendship Groups

(how to be an effective friend) and Friendship Centers on campus. The friend-

ship focus is an outgrowth of the caring community idea.

The caring community idea also had an enormous impact on our approach

to orientation this fall d our plans for this coming year. "Caring Community"

tells the staff, faculty, and students in two words what orientation is and

why it is. Orientation became less of a program and more of an attitude (from

"Ask Me" buttons to faculty-student interaction in =all groups). Heretofore,

orientation was somethilg the student development staff did to students while

the faculty had their own pre-session meetings.

As a further outcome an English instructor and an instructor from

behavioral sciences are planning retreats this fall to work nn their depart-

mental problems and to do sone goal setting, but also to work on fostering

departmental caring communities. Two counselors and I have been invited to

design and facilitate the retreats.

No hard evidence but there is no doubt in my mind that the February

1974 weekend is having an impact on the development of students in and out of

the classroom. The "caring community" has given the campus a clear idea of

what the Campus stands for, a mission, and an identity.

In this report from Broward Community College, a single two-day

retreat experience coalesced the need for a campus identity and helped create

a campus climate. Furthermore, Programs in orientation, student development,

and possibly classroom instruction felt the influence. Relationships in

departments and at the Campus level may also have been influenced by the

"caring community" staff development retreat. While there is no "hard"

evidence of improved student development in this one example, many educators

would make the value judgment that student development would improve as a

result of the changes.
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Caser_stiMaykLerLd - Texas City, Texas

At the College of the Mainland the Division of Business plans care-

fully for the growth and developnent of its instructors, affording staff

members the possibility of realizing each individual's most important ego needs,

including those for learning, autonomy, leadership and self-fulfillment. The

process or system for implementation of the Division's plan is based on co-

operation and mutual support. Staff development takes many forms in the

Division - structured workshops in team building, personal assessment; the

managerial grid (Theory X and Theory Y), transactional analys consensus

reaching, and encouter groups; delegation of authority to the l west level

of effectiveness; an ad hocracy form of governance (instructors call and

lead divisional meetings); management by objectives; task force problem-solving

techniques; travel to other innovative colleges and to professional meetings;

etrollnent in graduate courses and programs; focus on each instructor's career

plan, achievements, responsibility, motivation; participative style of manage-

ment; selfevaLuation four times a year; and media seminars.

For this micro organization, instructors' behavioral changes were brought

about, in part, by the staff development-described above. The chairperson of

the Division cites the following outcoMes as evidence of the thesis: Improved

Staff Development tends to improve Program Development and Organizational

Development which lead to improved Student Development.

(1) More 1- tructors resolved educational problems affecting their students
either through organizing task force groups or volunteering their
services in other on-campuseomnittees; e.g., inter-divisional neetings
were held with Humanities, Industrial.gducation, Nursing, and Human
Development and Counseling.

(2) The chairperson designed a system of management that better defined
each instructor's professional plan instructors in tUrn assumed
more responsibility for implementing their plan and at the end of the
year Were able to produce evidence of results. Compared with previous
years' efforts to evaluate instructors' accomplishments, this year's

program led to a better working relationship; more open, honest communicat
more informal problem-solving sessions; and increased interest in inter-
disciplinary activities.

16



(4)

(5;

(6)

(7)

Instructors were less threatened by studerv; reaction papers (course
evaluationWas evidenced by more faculty bringing all evaluations
to the chairpersen's office for discussion prior to due date.

Increased interest by instructors in formulating divisional goals
for the next-year was noticed.

MOre action-oriented research activity prevailed with increased
effort to publish findings and increased interest in sharing these
findings with other colleges.

As compared to other divisions., thie D vision had more responden
seeking course validation from other college instructors through an
on-campus project designed to critique their course goals, objectives
iuplementation and evaluative techr-lues. In turn, these Division-
instructors were obliged to evalua,e five similar c urses from the
other colleges!

leadership traits emerged from instrucKors who previously had chesen
a passive role; i.e. two instructors iasisted on organizing a youth
group in the middle of t%e year. The rapid growth'and instant success
of their efforts was astounding, since past attempts-by others had
been futile.

Program leaders for each major area of instruction - Accounting, Manage-
Ment, Data Processing, Secretarial - in the Division met and proposed
that utilization-of community advisory committees be reabsasaed pro-
posing that more meetings be held, more projects be implemented, 3-5
year plans be discussed, and more direct involvement with instruction
be sponaored.

(9) Wore instructors devised upper-level objectives in the cognitive
domain; search for measurable objectives in the affective domain.

(10) New:approaches that emerged in course construction and that afforded
the student experience in placing the locus of control with internal,
as opposed to external, faCtors were 'contracting for grades; writing
individual objectives with andfor each student, formulating optional
objectives.

Mbre intradivisional activities involving triads or dyads of instructors
working together in groups never before formed to resblve instructional
problems and to create new units of instruction were organized by the
instructors; i.e., a word processing plan for secretarial and management
students or a computer gaffe devised by and for accounting and data
processing students.-

:(12) The emergence of a cooperative education plan of instruction designed
by students with the instruCtor/coordinator s rving as a procedural
technician, a co-inquirer, a resource person, and a catalyst for
learning experiences.

17



(13) Mbre instructors invie4 the chairperson to visit class sessions on
a drop-in basis - several provided projected plans for unit presentati-n
or student activities of special interest.

(14) The instructors' increased willingness to visit neighboring senior
institutions in defense of our approach to teaching and learning with
resulting validation of the transferability of courses once treated
as non-transferable suggested again the emergency of a more self-directed,
self-controlled individual.

Mbre attempts to reach out- o the coMmunity for resources (bo
and material) were made for the enrichment of instruction.

human

(16) Instructors who were not assigned sponsorship of university teaching
interns made positive efforts to become involved in the nurturing
and teaching of these interns

The chairperson of the Division concludes, "The behavior of instructors may

be only reflections or emulations of the behavior of their chairperson and/or admin-

istrators; ot the behavior of the instructors - their commitment to student develop

ment - may be a behavior that is made possible through organizational philosophy,

assumptions, policy, and structure. Staff development does lead to improved program

and organizational development."

Jamestown Community College provides an excellent example of institutional

change brought about by staff development. An intriguing account of the:Jamestown

experience is detailed in Alfred Alschuler's acholoicalEdiftesparchin
Motivatin Adolescents.

In 1970 twenty-four of sixty-five faculty members along with three students

participated in a five day workshop on Achievement Motivation with consultants from

the Center for Humanis ic Education, SUNY at Albsny. The major purpose of the work-

shop was to introduce faculty members to thelries and techniques of achievement

motivation so,they could begin to make these experiences available to students.

The workshop had considerable institutional impact including the following outcomes

that became evident in follow-up interviews 18 months following the workshop:

1. In the three semesters since the workshop 207 of the 1350 day students
have taken a five day achievement motivation course, approved b y the faculty for three
credits.

motiva
2. Five faculty members from Jamestown have conducted four achieve nt

on woT- hops for 122 faculty and students in other colleges.



3. There have been 115 additional participations (one person in one work-
shop is one "participation") by a majority of the 65 faculty members in nine other
workshops sponsored by the Program in Humanistic Education on such topics as "public
knowledge and private concerns", "Growth oriented groups", Treble Clarification",
"synectics", aad "advanced training in Psychological Education." This does not in-
clude a number of in-house seminars and mini-workshops for Jamestown faculty conducted
by members who vented to share and spread what they learned from the outside workshops.

4. The faculty senate adopted a "no flunk out" policy in which students
who were dropped for academic reasons could return to school if they took an Achievemeni
Motivation course.

5. The faculty voted to open up the curriculum by dropping an elaborate
system of prerequisites for graduation. Now students are encouraged to choose the
courses they wish to take, keeping requirements of transfer institutions in mind.

6. All faculty committees have been opened to full student membership.

7. During the 18 months prior to the workshop no grants had been made to
the college. During the 18 months following the workshop faculty members obtained
$177,000 in Special grants for projects ranging from at "Institutional Grant for
Science," "Multi-media learning center for career students," "Law enforcement
education program," "Education Opportunity Piogram", to "Increased Awareness of New
Technologies in Medically Oriented Careers."

8. A group of the faculty planned and designed a new Developmental
Studies Program based ca wilievement motivation.

9. Three of the workshop participants created a multi-media, experience-
based English course. Four teachers synthesized what they learned in several advanced
workShops and presented to the faculty their own "Process Teaching Workshop." The
Dean's staff organized a special small group experience and discussion orientation
program for new students

10. Nineteen of the 21 teachers interviewed 18 months after the workshop
had tried out in their classes two or more procedures learned in the workshop.

Alschuler discusses in some detail other outcomes and their impact on

the institution. He points out, however, that it is incorrect to assume that these

outcomes emerged only as a result of the workshop. It is his thesis that the workshop

triggered the forces of change that already existed in the institution - forces that

exist perhaps in every institution. Several key people on the faculty wanted change

prior to the workshop, and they Played important roles in organizing the workshop

and in folloWing up on actualizing the workshop experience.

Change is seldom accomplished with total, positive support, and in this

case there was a considerable negative backlash from the faculty who had not attended

the Workshop. Two years after the workshop, the workshop participants and the non-

participants were still clearly visible on the campus and often confronted each other,
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though in less hostile ways than itmediately following the workshop. Negative

reactions are always evident when significant change occurs; hopefully the positive

change that occurs is worth the negative reactions.

In the more detailed discussion of the Jamestown experience it is quite,

clear that the staff development workshop coalesced the forces of change on the campus

that resulted in considerable experimentation in programs, organization, and personal

relationships. Again, improved student development is not directly observed, but

only the most calloused educator would doubt that it did ocCurt

The central thesis of this paper has been that
. ti.roved StLff Development

leades to improved Program Development and Organization Development which lead to

improved Skudent Development. The examples cited confirm that even a single staff

development experience can have potent impact on a campus and its staff resulting in

new Programs, new approaches to teaching, new organizational structures, greater

participation in decision-making and program development by faculty and students, and

a nurturing environment in which human relationships are more open and supportive.

What would be the outcomes of a well-planned, richly diverse, year-around, highly

potent staff development program? Staff development may be the best opportunity we

will ever have for significant institutional change, the kind of change that will help

the community college become the kind of place we dream of and indeed the kind of place

the citizens of North America rightly deserve.

June 1975
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Brothers and Sisters, just a couple c

since I have had the privilege,of be:
afternoon. One is that I was.intere!
grosso's comments last night that, wl
speakers, the real strff was going tc
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under those circumstances and it seer
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that Mr. Sinclair entertained us Iasi
he presented for us to entertain some
ideas about the nature of reality in
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and maybe Americans from-community cc
capacity for being reminded of their
that they are going to hell, in more
Everyone feela better after it is ove
doing what they were .doing. I do sus
is somewhat ecclesiastical, my temper
base and .nature, and since it woulcic
and run against your own character- tc
ful job you are doing and what an ove
success that all community-colleges e
remarks will have to fallsomewhere b
in- essence what I have in mind is a t
raising.

was very impressed with both the pa
morning on staff develoOment, because
there is a job of consciousness raisi
and that that is a very large part of
it may express itself in, terms of the
techniques for specific kinds,of infa
that what was being said this morning
that I took out of the turbulent year:
decade of-the sixties. It seems to rto
cant thing to be learned from it was
(whatever-else they were saying qt. do:
prepared to trust their learning;Ti1ios1
and we possess, to the hands of peopld
ceive to be learning. If their instrl
were not learning, then how could the]
ing among the students? However one r
a position that I find difficult to fc
peat is fundamentally true and fundam
fication for institutes of this kind.
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lave tried for several years to attend the Institute. The
)blem is that annual meetings carpet Canada from coast to
1st like Spring flowers - and I assure you that that is the
Ly comparison they have to Spring flowers - and_tend to make
last part of April, May and June an exercise in changing

Tlanes and getting from one end of Victoria to one end of
la vista. So it has been difficult to manage it and I am
Iteful to President nelgrosso and George Allan for having kept
t welcome mat open as long as they have.

topic, as you can see, relates to adult education Entitled,
lo, What, Where and Why", it obviously needs to lpp.stated in
context of the general Institute theme pertaining to_community

.leges in the future. I am prepared to try and deal with the
:ure, although that is becoming a specialty and one really
)ds a certificate for speaking about the future these days.
remindedof an ad that_appeared in a paper somewhere recently
.ch read "Young man of dependable character, reasonable educa-
m, would like to find a position with a little less future
a little more present." Vision fixed on the future is per-

)s an occupational hazard for educators/ since learning is by
anition a future oriented activity, but such a stance some-
tes both misleads and betrays. Other people,giving slightly
'e firm consideration to the present, are often in a better
lition to determine what the future in fact will be. So, for
'ela minutes, I would like to consider the present and engage
what can be only one man's estimate of what is important or
raficant about it. Obviously, one can never escape the toils
time, so I will be skating backwards and forwards between all
'ee of past, present and future.

ext Merton, the very good if not great American sociologist,
once addressing an assembly of public school administrators
the United States. It was a time in the late fifties when
had become a relatively general trend to appoint football
ches or athletic directors to the position of Superintendent
Education. Sometimes teams lose, and if you need a new team

,
a new football director, what else do you do with the old one
make him Superintendent. Merton, looking over this crowd,

arked that if a stranger was to enter the room and observe
Hit was that American school boards were hiring, he might con-
de that they were buying them by the yard and by the pound.

,

group was obviously over the average height and over the aver-
weight of the population.

the same way, what about the present as represented by the
up in this room? In looking at this group, one is struck by
umber of things. One is by its relative youth. I am not
y good at statistical guesses, but my guess is that the median
i5 somewhere in the thirties. It is a highly male group,
ch is interesting given circumstances both reflecting the ratio
kinds of students in our institutions .and the general atti-

e to the liberation of women in both our societies. Other than
.t, I don't know very much about you, except that I know
munity college personnel have generally existed, as a group,
a longer period of time,in the United States than in Canada.
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I em;by circumstance, reflecting largely on my knowledge and
view of the situation in Canada at the moment and with more
speQific reference to ontario. Still, we know very little
aboUt the group of people that have emerged in ten short years
tooccupy positions like those held by you in the room here,
and by the thousands and thousands .of others that are not here.
As an adult educator, I have some real concern for how the per-
sonnel of community colleges are going to behave in the next
decade.

I should, I think, in speculating about your circumstance and
your backgrounds and your hopes, perhaps reveal some of mine,
and I should, I think, without wanting to bore you unduly,
supply you with at least one definition. One of the character-
istics of a rapidly growing field under any circumstance is a
proliferation, in fact a luxuriancelof vocabulary. At the moment
in adult education we have an enormous range of terms, catch-
phrases, words which we tend to use interchangeably and sloppily,
without very much discipline. With respect to adult education,
which may in fact, be a term that is passing out of existence,
let me simply indicate how I am using it in these circumstances.
There is tremendous confusion in both our:countries about just
when one becomes an adult. I happen to have several teenagers
around me at the moment, and I am more than aware of the curious
anoMalies they face with respect to the messages they get from
the society around them about who they are, how responsible they
are and what they can be trusted with. Driver's license at six-
teen, the vote and the right to enter bars (which is far more
important to them) at eighteen, and a variety of other things
that stretch from fourteen to twenty. 1 am not sure that a grad-
ual emergence is a particularly bad thing, but I think it is
largely an irrational one at the moment.

Thoae of us who have worked in adult education tend to use the
terM adult to describe first of all those people who are past the
grip of compulsory attendance at school. More and more, we are
including more of that group. Historically, we have not bothered
much with those people who went on to university, since we thought
they were being very well looked after anyway, and perhaps we have
withdrawn from a group thatweused to be more concerned about,
but now have community colleges at .their disposal' and this is
part of the area of questioning that is in my mind at the present
moment. Essentially' adult education means educational activities
or opportunities for all of those people who are outside the period
of formal schooling.

Secondly, we tend presently to distinguish between the words
'education' and 'learning'. Perhaps you do as well, although I
find with myself, and with other people, a distressing tendency to
sliP from one to the other. Learning is what individuals do. It
is a highly individual activity. Education is what a society does
in response to the fact that individuals learn and: in response to
the fact that any society for its own reason wants to shape, dir-
ect, and to a degree control that learning. It is around those
wishes to direct, shape and encourage that most of the critical
issues that I see are emerging. I may tend to distinguish between
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public and private learning. Private is not private in the
commercial sense, or private in the private school sense; private
learning is that learning which individuals pursue without par-
ticular assistance from institutions, particularly teaching in-
stitutions, although they may use them from time to time. One
of my colleagues at the Ontario Institute, Allan Tough, has de-
voted most of the last ten or fifteen years of his life to
examining not only the immense breadth and extent of individual
learners in our society, but the way in which they go about that
learning. Some of you are familiar with that literature and
many of the institutions represented in the room have attempted
to cope with it or acknowledge it in recent years.

should also point out that the kinds of questions I want to
ask you arise from my own experience. I fell into adult educa-
tion unsuspectingly, just a little over twenty years ago. Al-
though I had had as good a secondary school and university edu-
cation as Canada afforded at that tine, I had never heard of
adult education and never thought much about it. Neither had
my parents, and after I returned from graduate school in the
United States in education, as there were no graduate schools
in education in Canada at that time, I looked around for some-
thing to do and ran into a man whose name will be familiar'
to most of you - Roby Kidd. Roby was then Executive Director
of the Canadian Association for Adult Education and I joined
him over lunch one day and with some interruption, like teach-
ing at the University of British Columbia, spent fifteen, six-
teen years in the service of the Association. Just to remind
you of the historical context in which colleges and all of us
exist, I spent a great part of the first ten years, that is a
great part of the decade of the fifties, giving speeches to the
effect that adults could learn things. It may come as a sur-
prise to you, but it is relatively recent that the notion of
the ability of adults to learn has been generally accepted,.or
has been publicly accepted.

A large part of the succeeding decade, a large part of the
sixties, was spent with,*.at might be called the 'basket weav-
ing syndrome'. By the way, one of the community colleges in
Toronto has supplied me with a very up-to-date replacement for
basket weaving with the development of a program called 'Ultimate
Frisbee'. The basket weaving syndrome was simply, "Yes, I guess
adults could learn things' but what they learned wasn't of great
significance to the society,_and by and large they should pay
for it if they wanted to do it". It was put very neatly by a
superintendent of education in the province of Saskatchewan when
he said, "Well, of course, as I see it, the state looks after
children and adults look after themselves". It is less than 15
years ago that this general attitude prevailed.

And now we are all here. Those of us who were active in adult
education in the sixties, at least in Ontario, worked very hard
in support of the development of community colleges. We spent a
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lot of time working at it because we believed that the collegeS
would provide an enormously influential new contribution to the
whole emerging field of adult education. The Canadian Associa-
tion for Adult Education with the help of the Kellogg Founda-
tion was principally responsible for helping to found the
Association of. Canadian Community Colleges in the late sixties
and early seventies. A lot of the time of adult educators, a
lot of their effort, a lot of their hopes went in to the creation
of those institutions, not just in Ontario but in a lot of other
parts of Canada as well.

So you will see, I think, some perhaps poignancy in the kinds
of questions I'm asking which are sincere questions. My ex-
perience in the staff development workshop this morning_gives
me some answers to them. That is some of the things said in
the workshop this morning I find enormously heartening - the
kinds of answers I'd like to have to these questions. _But
the mixture of messages I get from the colleges still doesn't
make me sure how you yourselves see yourselves, in what con-
text, as playing what kind of role in education in both our
countries.

The questions are really three fold and I will try and make them
as simple as I can. For example, do yOu as 'a whole regard your-
selves as adult educators or as individuals engaged in Adult
education, or is adult education simply a part, a marginal or
particular activity of your institutions which is carried on by
special'personneI? You can see that how you answer that ques-
tion will determine - and again I'm reflecting on the Ontario
context at the moment - very much the effects of the present
financial austerity program.

Secondly, do you see your institutions aa an upward extension
of a form of preparation for-life something on the order of
Grade 13-15? This is a form which we Are being told with some
force nowadays is too expensive to extend any further upwards.
Or do you see your institutions pore like the universities
in the sense that their existence turps around the fulfilling
of a number of particular functions in.the society rather than
on the catering to a particular_age or particular stage in the
lives of some people in the society. We sometimes, in our view
of educational history' neglect the fact that universities by
and large came first, the elementary schools next and then the
secondary schools. The secondary schools, which it seems to
me are in such intellectual trouble today, were built to .pro-
vide a means of moving between the elementary schools and the
universities, at least in the early stages and have acquired
other kinds of functions and other kinds of problems since then.

And finally, do you with a myriad Of courses, programs, certi-
ficates, diplomas - represent_a.marvelous and exciting exten-
sion of opportunities for individuals of all kinds, individuals
many of whom have never had such opportunities? Or do you
rather represent a vast act ofiseduction wherein more and more
adults who would have engaged in learning quite successfully
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eir own in small self-determining groups are enticed into
pre public role of student with both the controls and the
Is that attend that role? That kind or argument is familiar
a around the function of certification, the value of it and
pnfidence placed in it in this society. It seems to me that
possible to argue that in fact there are no more adults pro-
Dnately learning in either of our two societies than there
30 years ago. But what is new is that far more of them are
ing in a public context. TheY are declaring themselves as
ats and submitting themselves to the controls, rewards and
a like authentication of public institutions. I'm not
ag a value on that; I'm simply saying that we need to re-
on what that means and what the consequences may be to our
ty. How many adults do we want engaged as students at any
ime and what's the relationship of the number of adults that
tudents to the amount of learning that is taking place in
ociety. If we are willing to accept that distinction how
make decisions that support one rather than the other?

't have answers to those questions because only you can pro-
them but what I am trying to convey to you is that the answers
E enormous significance to me and others who have declared
lves to be working in adult education and have devoted some
affection to it. So my reference to_Robert Merton was simply
dicate again our general ignorance of your expectations and
and fears and circumstances.

neeting of this kind had bean held in Canada only ten years
very few of the Canadians present now would have been here,
ew of the jobs now represented around these tables even
ed. It's a remarkable development, a remarkable and, it
to me a highly creditable one. The fact that there are new
ems facing the colleges doesn't seem to me to be an indi-
n that they have failed - although there are those that
they have or have failed in some respects - but only
in fact they have succeeded. Many of you may know the quota-
from Oscar Wilde in which he says, "There are two tragedies
fe: one is not getting something and the other is getting
By and large we are less well prepared for the second
dy than we are for the first, at least in my country.

two weeks ago we held in Toronto a celebration of the
anniversary of the Canadian Association for Adult Education,
I believe is the,oldest association of its kind in the

. We also held a dinner in honour of Roby Kidd. To that
came about 350 people, not only from all over Canada,

lso people from all over the world. They came for a
ty of reasons most of which were affection and regard for
Kidd. There were people from 22 countries and from six
nents. Someone said to me afterwards that it was a great
oving experience but we could never do it again because it

o longer possible, and.would not again be possible so far
yone of us could see, for one person to touch as many parts
s many people in adult education both in Canada and abroad
by Kidd has in the last.20. years.
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So to a degree the undertaking has succeeded and we are not
terribly well equipped to deal with that success. We don't
know how,,most of us, having spent 20 years living on the margins
of educational institutions. Living with a more joy-in-heaven
outlook which was that one more adult in the class, one more
class for adults was enough to congratulate oneself about living
with the attitude that goes along with margins which was running
fast and smiling brightly and being grateful most of the time.
Those don't seem to me particularly the right skills for a period
in which not only_are we past the basket weaving syndrome but we
are clearly emerging into a situation in which the major agencies
of state, the major power centres in our societies, have recog-
nized the potential of adult education and learning, and are seek-
ing to make it work for the maintenance of either a particular
interest or of the society as a whole.

In relation to you, I suppose the one way to summarize that
particular part is to say we don't know what you've learned from
the last ten years and we need to know more about that. We need
to know more about the experience of the people who have created,
bulled and brought these colleges into existence. We have to find
a way to share experience and to make it available to each other.

I suspect there are some things that we know that would be help-
ful to you. Having lived as I say on the margins we have some
experience with a considerable variety of administrative styles
and techniques. Let me just tell you a short story that gets at
the point. Some years ago, when school boards in Ontario were
rather more active in adult education than I think they are today,
it became interesting and exciting and useful to publish the offer-
ings of the school boards in a single edition of a daily newspaper.
I think Vancouver pioneered that and Toronto and major cities in
Canada and the United States followed suit. Anyway, it was good
revenue for the newspapers. The Toronto ad used to appear With
three or four pages of interesting courses and right in the
middle was a blank box in heavy black print, saying no cheques
accepted. I might say, in contrast to what most Canadians feel
about Toronto, that in Winnipeg where the same ad appeared - the
same black box - the Winnipeg board had nicely put "Counselling
Available". That will convince all you non-Torontonians that the
city hasn't changed very much in a hundred years. Well, it was
apparent to us that you could pay a parking ticket with a cheque,
that you could use a cheque for most of the necessities in the city,
and why on earth couldn't you pay your registration fee by cheque?
So, we tried to find out why you couldn't and after about two years
of trying, we discovered the answer. It was very simple; the
comptroller didn't like small cheques. He liked to get three
cheques a year from the Provincial Government, and he didn't like
to bother with small personal cheques because some of them. bounced.
Of course some of them, bounced! Now I find a variety of adult
education agencies experimenting with Chargex, Master Charge, Bank
of America cards, even Diner's Club I expect - it has gone that far.
Simply what we were up against was a matter of administrative habit
Obviously the enterprise of adult education has got to involve a
much greater variety of administrative practices than we are used
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to in the administrative practices that have emerged from the
compulsory education of small children.

A glance at previous reports from the Institute suggests a period
of enormous enthusiasm and expansion which began to level off a
year or so ago, when some notes of caution and foreboding began
to intrude. These notes would appear to have been reasonably
predictive to at least community college participants from
Ontario, and perhaps two other provinces. I shouldn't say two
other provinces, I should refer to two other "jurisdictions",
which is a word that climbed into the language about the same
time as the post secondary revolution and is a word used to mean,
at least in Ontario, 'a place where the votes are'.

This reduction in optimism is in odd contrast to what is taking
place, or what appears to be taking place, in adult education.
Diffused as its activities are compared to other sections of
education - that is, it is often difficult to locate where adult
education is happening - it seems apparent to us that growth is
continuing at a substantial rate. Not only do we hear daily of
new developments, mostly outside the formal system, but I am
happy to say a recent survey of graduates of the Department of
Adult Education at OISE indicates that they are all or nearly all
fully employed. Many of them though, are in jobs that they had
never heard of before they took them, but all of them relate
somehow to adult education. This year we were able to accept just
over a third of the applicants for admission to the Department.
We simply do not have room for any more of those people.

What is more important is the acknowledgement of the importance
of the potential of adult learning that is beginning to appear
more and more frequently in statements of official policy. At
least in Canada, the goals of long range official policies in
energy conservation, health, and immigration are simply un-'
realizable unless they are based on deliberate, planned programs
of adult education. That such initiatives have not yet emerged
may be a result of the newness of the programs, but it may also
be the fact that we adult educators, wherever we are located,
have not responded to these opportunities with what understand-
ing and expertise that we possess. I have not noticed, and again
my perception is limited to Canada and particularly Ontario, much
sign of institutions offering their resources_to the solutions
of these major social problems. Acceptance of the value of adult
education and adult learning in official policy is relatively new
to us in Canada, with the exceptions of historical moments of
national emergency, such as popular wars, when we have been able
to mobilize all that potential for adult learning in the simple
pursuit of killing other people.

Finally, there is demographic development of which I am sure you
are perfectly aware We now have inthe adult population a massive
cohort of the most thoroughly schooled population in our history
which is making demands upon formal and informal systems in quite
new and substantial ways.
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The point of mentioning these aspects of adult education recently
is simply to contrast what our experience is at the moment with
the sounds of gloom and anguish and gnashing of teeth that seems
to be coming from colleges. My question then is "Why aren't
they part of this group?" Is it because they don't want to, but
would prefer to continue a concentration on °real students", the
decreasing number of those young who come properly and predictably
from secondary schools, so that they don't really regard them-
selves as part of adult education, or is it because they can't.
Is it that, in a very short period of time, they have emphasized
the word 'college' at the expense of the word 'community' and
cannot really comfortably deal with anyone who does not wish to
follow the prescribed course of study in a formal manner leading
to a proper certificate or diploma. Certainly, the statistics
of participation in both our countries would lead to some support
of that conclusion. While it is apparent that participation has
increased in the colleges all across the continent,.by and large
that increase has been in those population groups with more
education to begin with and with more financial resources at their
disposal. At least as late as 1971 this was clear in American
figures, and appears to be turning up in new Canadian figures that
we are getting, although we have been woefully lacking in evalua-
tive data of that kind in this country. Unless pr:'ple of any
age are willing to submit themselves to the final judgment regard-
ing the worth (32 their learning by an institution perhaps we are
not very interested in them.

At this stage, I wanted to trot out Thomas' first law of education,
which is that all educational institutions, no matter where or how
they are started, will strive to become more exclusive, and that
having started a group of institutions in the hopes of being in-
clusive, you will in ten to fifteen years have to start a new
group. And, maybe that is just the way it works. Maybe one
should not be critical of that, but simply accept it.

A recent report in the Province of Ontario, a rather unexpected
sleeper with the unlikely title of "Report of the Select Committee
on the Utilization of Educational Resources", which one would
have thought would deal with schools and janitors and rental of
rooms, has really taken on itself to reform the whole of educa-
tion in Ontario, and at least for a minority of its members' has
concluded that in fact the community colleges cannot deal with
non-structured learning.and those groups which seem still to be
excluded from the activities of colleges. In ten shdrt years,
the colleges have failed to meet the challenges of other forms
of learning, however successful they have met the demands for
a particular group in the population and for particular skills
which were not being catered to by any other institution. So
no one is criticising the colleges for what they have done and
done superbly well. Maybe one is simply criticising them for not
having risen to expectations which they could not possibly have
risen to in the first place. My concern is that I have not heard
a word of debate on this charge emerging from the colleges or
their representatives in Ontario. I don't know whether the
colleges believe this report or its accusation. I think it is
very important for the images of the colleges, for the health
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and san_ty of the colleges, that they should be willing to engage
in debate about themselves and that they should be able to indi-
cate to us that they are reflective about their role in the society.
Maybe you are doing this inside the colleges, but as a reasonably
interested and regular and benignly disposed observer, I have not
seen much sign of it, and this_i am saying largely to the colleges
in Ontario. Whether this applies to others is up to you to decide.
Perhaps the colleges feel that other people, meaning mostly govern-
ment, don't want them to undertake any of those tasks, and if they
do, it will be just too expensive, just as hospitals are too ex-
pensive a vehicle for delivering a great deal of health care, which
they are presently delivering. I have not heard much discussion
about that from the colleges, meaning again that I don't know where
the colleges are with respect to their view of what their purpose
and functions are.

I have one view which in a way expresses itself in Thomas' second
law of education, which is, that education agencies always use
less power than they have, that any college really has more power
to be self-determining than it actually utilizes. Maybe that is
a characteristic of particular kinds of organizations but I must
say that occasionally I get a little impatient about it.

I have a number of things to observe with respect to the fact that
adult education seems to me to be emerging or evolving into con-
cepts of continuing education which, for me, means an educational
system that runs either from cradle to grave or womb to tomb,
depending upon your expectations, and that we need to think about
it in terms of its application to various ages and various needs
in the society and to the freedom of access.

I listened to some conversations this morning about dropouts
which I would like to pursue a little, because I have listened
to the same conversation with respect to the secondary schools.
I don't know whether it is merely institutional pride that is
hurt or whether it is response that says "Well, if they have
dropped out, that doesn't mean it is forever". Maybe they dropped
out because it was important for them to drop out at that stage;
now, how do we keep some kind of relationship with them so that
they can be free to come back when they are ready? We still have
a kind of 'last chance' philosophy at the elementary and secondary
level and I don't know whether it is embodied in the concern for
dropouts amongstthe colleges.

I was very impressed with the discussion this morning about the
use of part-time instructors. I know what the problems are -
I know that they are bound up with labor negotiations and I know
that they are bound up with concepts of what a college is. But
I think we should remember that one of the successes of our educa-
tional system over the last fifty years, whatever the failings,
has been that it has distributed amongst the population a very
substantial proportion of extremely able and competent people who
have specialized abilities and expertise and who would like to
teach and-don't want to be teachers. One of the things adult
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educators have to be able to do is to place that kind of learn-
ing at the disposal of people who want access to it. Some
projects have taken a portion of the city and identified every
resource they could, every human resource in it, and created a
kind of information bank for people to use. If there is some-
one who knows everything there is to know about Peugeot racing
bikes in a shop somewhere, they go and find him and negotiate
some learning contract with him. We don't need to build large
institutions for that; what we need to build is effctive in-
formation systems.

It seems to me that we need to learn a great deal about our
information process. It is not surprising that an adult educa-
tion system that has emerged, after seventy years or more exper-
ience with another kind of system that was based on compulsory
attendance, should have to learn a good deal about information.
By and large, the public educators didn't have to learn anything
about information because there were only two pieces of informa-
tion that any beneficiary of a public school system needed to
know. One, that he had to be there, and second, where the school
was. Those were the only two pieces of information that public
educators had to convey. After that, once the public got inside,
then all kinds of complicated information systems evolved, and
they have grown even more complex in the days of options and
secondary schools and this sort of thing, but the ability to get
that information out of the institution is one we have yet to
learn.

I am disturbed, I must confess, when I hear the language o
marketing being used because I think that marketing has to do
with customers, and customers are not the same as students. I
am disturbed when I hear the word 'client' being used because r
think again that a client is not the same as a student. I think
because we have not learned much about how to do this that We have
fallen back on other kinds of expertise which in the long run will
defeat us. Marketing doesn't deal with the one fundamental thing
that our institutions have to deal with, and that is when we use
the marketing strategy, we are in fact only reaching those people
who can already see themselves in the role of being a student.
Once you have accepted the fact, as an adult, that you can be a
student, then it is simply a matter of making choices amongst
the variety of opportunities presented to you. But, if the notion
of being a student is foreign to you, most of the publicity and
information we use, other than in our relatively limited counsell-
ing resources, is wasted. I am by and large convinced that this
is one of the main reasons that we have consistently failed to
break out of the relatively privileged, relatively well-educated
group in the population. Again, don't mistake me;i am not
suggesting that there isn't an important and vital educational job
to be done with that group, particularly related to increasing
problems of competence. I_am not suggesting that these are alter-
natives; I am just suggesting that there is a group that none of
use seem to be reaching very well.

3 2
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W 11, those are some of the things that I am concerned with.
am concerned with the balance between public and private learn-
ing. Towards the end of his life, BertrandRussell observed that,
as far as he could see, the condition of the citizen of the con-
temporary, centralized society was to live a life of perpetual
enthusiasm. I am wondering how to go about thinking about thOse
adults whom we need to entice or persuade into public learning
folms, as opposed to those we need to help pursue private learn-
ing, since they may be learning things that the society of the
future need to know. In a way, it is the difference between
putting your money into colleges and curricula, and putting your
money into the more self-determining agencies like museums, art
galleries, things like the Swedish government does with its study'
services. I am just suggesting that I think the colleges, taken
as a whole, need to be concerned about these policy issues, not
simply on a basis of self-interest but on a basis on contributing
as learning institutions to learning about how we handle the
learning of all our citizens. Let me just conclude with a comment
by Jan Masaryk, a man who devoted his life to trying to create
and maintain a small, identified political state - Czechosiovaki4
Towards the end, exhausted from political conflici; Masayk said,
"You see how it is in practice. It must be rational, intelligible
and infinitely practical, but in principle it must re-ain an
eteihal poem".

Thank you very much.
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TOWARD PERSONUOOD DEVELOPMENT
IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

by

John E. Roueche
Professor and Director

Community College Leadership Program
The University of Texas at Austin

Community colleges, through the practices el open admissions

and vigorous recru tment, are enroll ng more students from

"nontraditional backg ounds". These students come from low-

incom.fAmiliQs, typically arc members of various minority groups,

and suffer from feelings of powerlessness, low-self-concept, and

general feelings of unworthiness. They have experienced relative-

ly little, if any, success in their educational endeavors

(Roueche, 1972). While such "nontraditional students" have been

able to enter public community colleges, few have persisted there

for more than a semester. Although no standards.for examining

attr tion exist, the national attrit on rates are alarming' indi-

cating a lack of competence in s rvicing the nontraditional student

Many institutions have attempted to better serve the non-

traditional, low-achieving student through the initiation of

_=emedial or developmental programs. National studies hdve in-'-

cated that such programs have,generally been unsuccessful

(Roueche, 1968; Roueche and Kirk; 1973)i Some developmental
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studies programs have maintained high retention rates while

students were in the programs but then experienced accel-

erated attrition once the students returned to traditional

classrooms. It may be assumed that these tudent:3 had not

learned to cope with the mechanics of traditional classroom

instruction. That is nontraditional students were unpre-

pared to adjust to an environment where (1) students are

expected to pos-ess the necessary verbal skills to accommo-

date lecture-textbook approaches, (2) students are expected

to learn at the sa e rate, (3) students are expected to be equally

interested in the prescribed course content, and (4) students

are expected to be self- otivated. Consequently, the non-

traditional, low-achieving student's concept of himself as

a failure is reinforced. He faces an increasingly complex

society with virtually no educational training, few saleable

skills, and one more failure experience on his rec rd. It is

apparent that improved teaching is needed in community coll ges

if they are to truly serve the nontraditional student.

Community college teachers, when faced with the lack of

success data presented here, quickly point out that such students

come poorly prepared and poorly motivated. In other words,

th se students rarely are willing to "try" to succeed. Teachers

realize that if students would try, that is invest some 'of

their time and energy in the pursuit of academic objectives,

they could succeed and pass the course.

36
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perially important for us -to realize that -to

parson can try unless he believes that he can succeed in

the effort. Individuals aremotivated to the extent that

th y believe the investment of their efforts can lead to

pay-offs. Motivation then is a function of one's ability

to believe that he can succeed. This task is becoming an

increasingly important one for community colleges and their

personnel to assume. It suggests that community college

teachers and staff must become as skilled in the strategies

of genuine personhood development as they are in understanding

and being able to explicate the content that they teach.

The concept of control expectancy is a fairly recent

one deriving from Rotter's social learning theory. Persons

who believe that they can control their pay-offs are said to

have an internal locus o e. , they see the loca-

tion of control to be at least partly within themselves. Those

who believe that their destinies are in the hands of chance

or powerful others are said to have an external locus of contro

Externals, those who feel powerless to change the direc-

tions of th ir lives, are very unlikely to try. They can't try

because they do not believe they can succeed. In such cases,

the fact that they do not try does not mean that they da not

want (i.e. are not motivated) to b-tter themselves. This

claim suggests the intriguing possibility that efforts here-

tofore directed at increasing student motivation may be off

target. Energies may better be spent to develop stronger
,:,
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internal locus of control orientat ons in community college'

students.

Internality is not related to just motivation and a

willingness to try in a school setting. The research on

internality is over helming. Internal clients, in contrast

to externals, demonstrate improved _) efficiency, as well

as more highly developed pers n l qualities relating to

employability and job success. In addition, internals mani-

fest higher need for achievement, responsibility, and resul-

tant sati faction with t ining. Consequently, positive

work attitudes and bellavior appear to be more highly asso-

ciated with an internal locus of control.

Other research finding indicat- that Internals are open

to correcting their problems in remedial programs, to acquiring

more knowledge about their problems, and so on. Put simply,

Internals try harder to get out of their ruts. This charac-

teristic was d amatically d- onstrated in the research report

on equality of educational opportunity (often called "The

Coleman Rep t"). Locus of control was there found to be a

better predictor of school achievement among children of

minority groups than any of the many other attitudinal familial,

school, and teacher variables studied. All the evidence points

in the same direction, and carries the same message; viz'. , the

learning process can be significantly improved if students

control orientations can be shifted to the internal direction.
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Recent studies indicatetIlet Intxna1s spend more.time

in intellectual activities, exhibit more intere:t in academic

pursuits, and score higher on intelligence tests than do

Externals. Similar studies have consistently found that

Internal Locus of Control generally accompanies successful

academic achievement. Several studies indicate that Internals

are better adjusted and have a better sense of well-being than

Externals.

Externals, on the other hand, are more likely to be

maladjusted and less likely to,cope effectively with their

problems. Tseng (1970) found that, in contrast with Externals/

Internals were more.cooperative, self-reliant, courteous,

reliable, and better able.to work with others. MacDonald and

Games (1971) report that Externals are more likely than Internals

to endorse values a-sociated with widespread neurosis. .Exter-

nals ar more prone.to engage-in escapist activitieS, are more

itostile, arc less trusting, anckare less trustworthy. The

lit rature indicates that shifts from External control orien-

tations can leed to desirable personality changes. Therefore,

a change in the Locus of Control orientations of individuals,

not only results in higher motivation, but a much greater

likelihood that the student perceives and is willing to succeed.

Under the auspices of a three-year longitudinal grant

from the National Institute -f Mental Health, Professor Oscar

Mink and I are conduting an experiment with ten participating

community colleges in theith and Southwest to test the



extent to which students exhibiting high externality can be

made more internal. The primary objectives of the study

are: (1) to identify which exper_ence, instruction (self-

paced or traditional) or counseling (especially tailored

compogite or traditional practice) or some combination

thereof would have the greatest impact on E to I shifts

and (2) to ascertain the long-range impact. on E to I shifts

on variables which are associated with mental health and

academic vocation succe s.

'The study involves a sample of 1200 students attending

participating community colleges. The basic research design

examines the main effects of (1) instruction -- self-yaced

or traditional -- and (2) counseling -- composite and tra-

ditional. Half of the.schools in the study have converted

50 per cent of their courses to self-paced instruction,.while

the rest will use traditional approaches.. Half of the_schools

have counselors specifically trained in methods for causing

to I shifts, while the rest -musing traditional counseling

methods.

We are beginning the third year of the study and are

already in receipt of rather substantive data from students

who began in community colleges last year. In several pilot

tests conducted to date, we have looked at the notion that

greater internalization of control would occur in students

engaged in more individualized'instruction. We therefore

4 0
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'hypothesized that students enrolled in individualizecLcourses

WoUld experience greater.E t- I shift than students enrolled

in none, one, or two individualiFed courses.

-According to the-hypothesis we tested, significant.gain.

scores (representing significant shifts toward internalization),

were obServed more often in students receiving indiVidualized

instruction than those receiving traditional instruction.

These results, whilenot entirely definitive, are indeed

positive-. Students enrolled in individualized courses -scored

more homogeneously on control expectancy.scales than students

enrolled in more traditional courses. ,,AlSo, the average increase

in internality ws in excess.of three skill points indicating

overall movement in the direction.of internal contrel orientation

It .appears to us at this point that individualized instruc-

tion does produce a shift toward-internal locus of control in

students, if at least a period of one semester is involved.

It is important to emphasize here that the form of instruc-

tion (methodology and the like) may not be as important as the

students' perception of the teacher behavior and his percep-

tion that the teacher is endeavoring to help the student succeed.

A teacher who is willing to develop materials, specify ob3ectives,

accommodate individual differences is simply "showing" his

students that he is willing to make learning possible. 'More

than that, he is indicating that he "cares" about his students

to the extent that he is willing to go extra miles in an effort

41
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Our project also involves the develop en f real ty

therapy skills in counselors and s_udents participating in

the project. Using Milk's Behavior Change Process (1970),

the steps are as follows:

Step 1. Identify the behavior that you wish to eliminate

and identify the new behavior that you wish to strengthen;

hold a conference with a student.

Step 2. Explain your own objections to the behavior;

offer your own suggestions; consult with guidance servIces.

Step 3. Identify the possible reinforcers that you think

will strengthen the new behavior, and withold the reinforcer

for the undesirable behavior or suppress the old behavior.

Step 4. Shape the new behavior.

Step 5. Maintain the new behavior by using positive

reinforcement, moving from a continuous reinforcement schedule

to an occasional reinforcement schedule.

Step 6. Re-shape the new behavior (if the old behavior

occurs and/or re-examine your past actions in the behavior

change process.

Those of you familiar with Glasser's notion of reality

the- apy .(1965). will see the similarity between Mink's Behavior

Change Process and the basic steps in-reality therapy. Jn

other words, our project is endeavor ng to teach teachers the

basic skills of student mOtivation and the fostering of positive

attitudes among low-achievin9 students.

4 2
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Zt works Eiiipirical evidence reeelved to date indicates

that students in our participating project are staying in

school with high retention rates, good achievement, and most

importantly, new perceptions that they can succeed in.college

and that they are oK as human beings. It is indeed possible

for teachers to become developers of student personhood in

community colle e settings.
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COMMUNITY-BASED EDUCATION: PRIORITIES AND ALTERNATIVE FUTURES IN THE

commuNITY coLLEGE

Gunder A. Myran

INTRODUCTION

The topi&I wo id like to discuss with you today relates to institutional

planning and to the future develop- nt of the community college. Speci-

ficaily, the .basic enestion I want to pose is this: How can we take

concepts and skills which are prese-tly utilized In community development

and community service- and diffuse these concepts and skills into the

college as a whole.- Today we call this effort to institutionalize new

relationships between the comuunty and the college community7based

education.

We could think of co _unity-based education as one alternative future

the conunity college. By this I mean that other feasible or possible

futures are available to us as well. I am suggesting that, for the first

e in their history, community college has the challenge and the problem

of choosing a future. I agree -ith Robert Theobald when he writes in The

New Reality: 'The new reality of today is EIL very simple ne--mat has the

Power to decide to do what he wants to do."

I believe that co _unity colleges are at a juncture in their history. The

coiunity college of the past was shaped 'largely by external events and

pressurea: population growth, technological advance a booming econo-y,

failures of universities and other older institutions, and at least a surface

trend toward egalitarianism and democratization in society. But the future

will be less deterministic; communityi colleges are being called upon for

the fIrst time in their his ry to shape their own future. It could be
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the case that a failure of nerve, a failure to search and to dream, a

failure to create viable images of the future could spell disaster.

recognize that there is reason for being cynical about the future and,

the ability of the co _unity college to help us cope with it. A popular

book with s udents in The DoomsdayBook by Gordon Taylor. On the jacket

is this statement:

While we poison pollute, and populate, the earth is
plunging toward a near future of sterility and filth.
How close are we to the day of disaster? How close
are we to that exact and terrifying point in time when
mankind will perish and no recognizable form of life
will exist on earth?

Iore specifically, an excellent series of articles in Change describes

the emergence of a permanent state of unemployment and underemployment

which will have a very dramatic impact on higher education in the years

to come. Another article in _Change. eThe Management of Declin " by

Kenneth E. Boulding, June 1975) defines the great problem facing our whole

education system over the next 20 years as the high probability of

declining enrollments.

In spite of these sobering thoughts and problems I still believe we can

shape a p sitive future, and that community colleges can play a significant

role in national and community life. It is my conviction that community

colleges are entering a new era of progress a further maturing away from

"Father University and Mother High School" as Max Raines has coined them.

ALTERNATIVE FUTURES

We can visualize a number of alternative feasible futures for the communitY

college. Although these alternatives overlap considerably, we can separate

-them as pure forms or ideal types for the purpose of discussion:
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Central College: Emphasis on a ee-standing or campus-based

approach to classical arts and science curricula.

Vocational/Technical Institute: Emphasis on campus-based career-

oriented curricula.

SO ialization Center: Emphasis on student development, human

potential seminars, social and vocational counseling, cultural and

recreational activities, and developm ntal or remedial programs.

Learning Resource Center: Emphasis on mediated inst-iction, audio-

tutorial devices, behavioral objectives, and systems approaches to

learning.

5. Community Based College: Emphasis on a co- unity rather than campus

orientation, including new mixes of college and community resources,

physical spaces, clientele, and experiences.

Those wIthin each college who represent i s collective value system will,

in a substantial way, determine the philosophy, the structure, the programs,

and the rhythms of the future institution, and a community college will

demonstrate its values partly by what it believes about the development

of knowledge. A simple continuum will help to make the point:

Does the college emphasis:

Strictly cognitive and A degree of commitment to Being another pair of

intellectual approaches community service and willing hands in the

to knowledge (clear development; programs community, doing good

separation between the which link the experi- wherever there is a

academy and the street- ential and the intellec- need

corner) tual, benefit the student

and the community

t;
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Those who wish "Central College' to repr sent their future would fall in

term of values at the left end of the continuum, whereas those who wish

to make the community college an instrument for direct social action and

service would fall toward the right end. The community-based college

which I envision falls near the center of the continuum.

There are,then, alternative futures available to the community college.

I want to speculate that the community-based college is our best future.

You may disagree with me but, if you do, I will be consoled by Aldous

Huxley's statement that it is the fate of all new truths that they should

begln as heresies!

What is a community-based college? I would describe it as a community

college which emphasizes the incorporation of community resources into

the learning process, the merger of work and other educative life ex-

periences with classroom learning, the utilization _f community agencies

and institutions as experiential learning centers, the creation of physical

spaces which mix in new ways college and community activities the use of

community experts as mentors and tutors, the identification and develop-

ment of natural groupings of students such as those employed in larger

institutions, and the development ofAirogranis which benefit the community

as well as the students In this vision of the future many life experi-

ences w 11 be seen as educative: work, personal or informal study, and

military or industrial training.

The students ef this college will include the working adult who mixes in

new ways work and study, the full-time student who is motivated to mix

learning and direct service to his community, the older person who wishes

to re-enter the educational sphere for personal enrichment or vocational

4 9
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upgrading. The faculty of this college will include professional edu-

cators who have strong discipline backgrounds in either liberal arts

scie ces or vocational education areas; these professors will also be

expert curriculum developers and will have a commitment to the 'pedagogy

of experiential learning." The college will al o draw upon the rich and

varied resources of persons in the region who are practitioners and cen

complement the more abstract and theoretical orientation of the college

professors involved. The curriculum of this college will spring f

experiences in the community as well as in the classroom. The community-

based college, then will become the instrumentality that weaves the

educational fabric of the community into a whole.

IMAGES OF THE FUTURE

There are a number of ways we could begin to conceptualize the co unity-

based institution we would create. That is, there are a number of images

of the institution that will provide us with a starting point or a way

of org:_ izing our thinking. Let me introduce you quickly to the idea of

images. Fred Polak defines images of the future as condensed and crystal-

lized expectations prevailing among people. Speaking of earlier images of

the future, he says:

These images of the future not only reflected the shape of
things to come in the present, but they gave shape to those
things and promoted their very becoming. The images of the
future and their prophets were writing the history of the
future - they made history by creating this future and by
fulfilling their own prophesies. They were like powerful
time boubs, exploding in the future, releasing a mightly
stream of energy flowing back to the present, which is
then pushed and pulled to that future.

What are some of the images which might become the time bomb which is ex-

ploded in the future of the community college, and which then will activate

our day to day functioning as we -are pushed and pulled toward that future.
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I will suggest a few possible images:

Comnnrniy The emphasis would be on creating linkages

between the various comnunity educational agencies, sharing resource

doing joint programming providing leade-ship in creating a unified

educatio al environment in the community.

Sub-Popula,tIllalltst: The emphasis would be on learning to serve through

educational programs all sub-groups in the community. Staff development,

program development, and other activities would focus on moving toward

this central goal.

aglal....lattriLLoi: The emphasis would be on studying all basic insti-

tutions in the community: education, law, government, religion, the family,

commerce, etc; and searching out ways the community college, through edu-

cational service to both individuals and organizations could help to improve

the social system of the community.

L-Melorga: The enphasis would be on developing programs and

services which address the educational needs of all age groups in the com-

munity. The college would be concerned for ex mple, about specific skills

and attitudes needed by staff members in serving older people as compared

to the 17-21 year-old group.

If any one of these images heo- e the crystallized expectation of our college,

it is almost certain that many changes, some dramatic and visible and some

mundane and invisible, would occur on a day-to-day basis. These changes.

would, over time push and pull us toward the future we envisioned.

SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL TRE

there anY good reason to think that talk about the future and about com-

munity-based education is any more than blueskying? Yes, I think so. First

of all, it is important to realize that community-based programs are seen
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as the future in othat fields as well. In the mental health field, for

example, the trend is away from institutional care to home pr group home

care. In medicine, there is sone movement back to the family doctor or

general practitioner. In corrections there are a number of experiments

with community-based alternatives to prisons. There are al o a number of

general trends in our society and in higher education which suggest that

community-based education is a feasible and viable future of the counnunity

college.

Population trends suggest the need to change our perspective regarding

the clientele of the community college. U. S. Census Bureau figures in-

dicate the folio ing population trends between 1970 and 1980:

Ch ldren and Teenager From 77.2 million to 81.0 mill on,
up 5 percent

Young Adults (20 4)f From 44.0 million to 59. 3 million,
up 35 percent

From 35.1 million to 37.1 million,
up 6 percent

Older Middle-Age From 30.1 million to 32.5 million,

Younger Midd e-Age
Group (35-49):

Group (50-64): up 8 percent

People 65 and Over: From 20.6 million to 24.1 million,
up 17 percent

Lifelong learning is an important part of the philosophy of community-based

education; these figures suggest that numeric increases in adult population

groups will require that lifelong learning concepts be implemented as a

matter of social urgency.

In his book Problems in the Transition from Elite to Kass Education, Martin

Trow examines long term social trends that can reasonably be expected to

continue during the next seve al decades. He describes three basic trends

which are consonant with community-based education:
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owth

oCratizatioli

versifica

It may seem strange to talk about gyowth as

face of declining enrollments in some

-term development in the

ollegeS y. I agree

Trow that no highly indust lalizod society can stabllize the numbers

volved in

in-

forui of higher education any tirma.in the near future. It

is ill clear that people who ate inveivectin post-high school educational._

programs increase their chances of making their.lives more secure,- more,

interesting, and better paid.

Trow also sees a t end toward de o h: a continuation of the weakening

a itional social distin tions in oul- coun*y, anWLthe continued extension

cial and economic righés to broader se tom of the community. The fo

and functions of higher 4ucat.on, says Tro, Win continue_to vf

broaden. Students will bring to us a gm-star variaAy of interests and aspira-

ns, which wjil result in a diversity of eduoaaorma programs or delivety

systems, and more emphasis on adult or lifelong education.

I wIll mention one more relevant trend - it is actually a reversal of a long

term social trend - and that is a movement away from education in our society

as a specialized role of schools and colleges. I will call this trend the

changing social role of higher education. Puring the past several decades,

the trend in America has been to socialize our young through differe tiation -

assigning each aspect of the socializatIon process to a specialized institu-

tion. So, whereas the entire community once shared in the educational p o

cess - family, neighbors, relatives, church, shop, factory, school, college -

this function became over time the nearly exclusive province of schools and

colleges. Today, however, there ome evidence that this trend is re-



versing, which indicates that society will no longer see schooling and

education as synonymous. It is possible that the community college will

no longer play an exclusive educational role in the community, but rather

will be the agency which weaves the fabric of education together wherever

it takes place or in whatever form.

ROADBLOCKS

While some social and educational trends support images of community-

based education as the future of the community college, there are also

fo-ces which could destroy or blunt this future. While some forces of

this nature may be exte:-al to the college itself, I will focus on in-

ternal forces.

There are many issues which merit discussion, for example, standards and

quality control or new instructional approaches and professional de-

velopment programs on community-based approaches (a pedagogy of experiential

learning, if you will). Howeve , I would like to focus on three other

central and pivotal issues. These arel

1. Administrative Structure and Style

2. Egalitarianism

3. Failure to Develop Humanistic Approa les

Administrative_Structure and S_tyle

The present organizational structure of most colleges involves a differen-

tiation in roles between academic programs and community services. Although

academic and community services administrators often report to a single

administrator, so that there is an appearance of unity) it i_ usually t- e

that college departments are organized along traditional discipline lines

more suited to the transfer role of community colleges than to community

services. This neat design was well suited to another time when the prime
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social role of higher education was to prepare scholars in the various

disciplines. I really think that the administrative structure of most

community colleges is based on a different consciousness, a different

institutional style and climate, a different time. It is a form that

assumes a degree of isolat!on from the real world, a rather simple and

predictable future, and a student bcdy content to worship at the throne

academia. I don't think that this will wash much longer. An insti-

tution that doesn't structure itself to make possible more direct links

between what is happening in the community and on the campus will in-

creasingly find itself without social utility.

My basic point is this: the educational needs of society today are far

too complex for an administrative structure which places administrators

and faculty members in discreet boxes or shafts, whether called community

services, instruction, and student personnel; or psychology, math, social

science, and English.

Harlan Cleveland, in the September/October 1973 issue of Center magazine

("The Decision Makers") discusses decision making in modern organizations.

A very important fact for administrators, according to Cleveland, is that

their decisions are becoming more public. In the future, the executive will

be required to make more decisions, and many of thea will be of public

importance. And the complexities that surround these decisions will be such

that no one person in a large organization can be fully in charge. Decision-

making will become a process of brokerage both inside and outside the college.

This will be necessary simply because no one person will be able to know all

of the connections between the parts and all the relations between the

people affected by the decision.
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There is no ques ion in my miud tha- this is the type of executive we will

need in the c unity-b ed college; one who is a skilled and mature deci- on

maker--yes--but also one who is skilled at consultation amid brokerage both

inside and outside the institution. Present hierarchical relationships

ithin the college will of necessity become more collegial, conencual, dnd

consultative.

The second major issue is egalitarianism. Woody Allen gave us one version

of egalitarianism when he said that, at Inte faith Sumner Camp, he was

viciously beaten by children of all races and religions! in the community

college we usually ass -iate egalitarianism with the open door. Co_ unity-

based educatio which is based on serving new and non-traditional college

clientele depends heavily on a commitment to the open door philosophy.

Thus a tendency i_ community colleges to emphasize elitist programs would

be an issue for com nity-based education.

A 1972 study by Richard Peterson, in which he administered the Educational

Testing Service' institutional Goals Inventory to 116 -olleges in California,

indicated that community college professionals felt egalitarian goals were

over-emphasized. This finding is substantiated by David Bushnell's 1971

study for AACJC's Project Focus. Community college faculty members included

the Bushnell study perceived egalitarian goals as presently being ranked

by community colleges second in a list of 12 institutional goals, whereas

they felt that this goal should actually be lowered to seventh place. The

question here is - the issue - is whether the community college will commit

itself to becoming a truly egalitarian, community-based in titution - whith

becoming the condensed and.crystallized expectation of people.

There are three fears here:
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The first is that we will engage in adult education which defines adults

as inadequate, insufficient, lacking and incomplete. If you don't know

something, as John Ohliger suggests, you go to school for the temporary

relief of your inadequacies. There is the danger that wt may come off

this way to the adults we serve, and the expression of this concern should

be instructive to us.

The second is one of quality. A recent study in the health professions

suggested that mandatory in-service courses do not improve medical practice

for nurses pharmacists, physicians, nursiag home administrators, dieticians,

and some classifications of civil service workers. I don t know if this is

true hut it does suggest that, on a wave of public affirmation and accept-

ance, we may try to solve major education problems of -dults without s opping

to reflect on the quality and staying p -er of what we are doing. Of course

there is also the danger of getting into discount education: selling credits

and certificates the way the corner newstand sells the local paper.

Next there is the problem articulated by Robby Kidd: seeing schooling as a

commodity, with each unit uf knowledge, be it a credit or a course or a

certificate or a degree having a certain anount of official knowledge. What

we aeed is a breakthrough. Education should p_ vide for not only the pre-

dictable and measurable official knowledge, but aY3o what Ivan Illich calls

personal knowledge - often unpredictable and surprising, but gro-ing out of

real life experiences that enrich and enliven us.

So here the fear is that we will fail to cone up with hunanistic approaches,

substituting formal schooling approaches which are an affront to the adult's

digaity and freedom.



DEVELOPMENTAL FACTORS

Suppose that we ate able to develop viable images of the futu e of our

college, and suppose we are able to overcome the hurdles or roadblocks

we have disc sed. I vould like to share with you some factors which

would be necessary in terms of planning and action. These developmental

factors are s me of the basic building blocks for a community-based

institution:

1. Development, with n the c llege, of sound concepts of comnuni
based education,

Development of strategies for the introduction of communit -based
innovations wi bin the institution.

Development of instructional programs which are inheren:1- inter-
disciplinary.

Development of in8tructional programs Which free the student from
constraints of time and place.

5. Creation of community networks: community education councils,
interagency 'committees, joint programming, etc.

Developnmnt of programs which serve "the new student major
women, senior citizens, workers, bi-lingual persons, etc.

7. Expansion of the definition of what i "creditable."

yff:

8. Development of staff development programs (Board, Administration, Faculty)

9. Development of new approaches to_ providing and as e sing experiential
learning.

10. Development of increased skills in priotity set- ng, development of
prograneobjectives, needs assessment, and evaluation.

11. Obtaining federal and state agency support and advocacy.

sure that other developmental factors could be added, but these items

do sugge t some of tbe building blocks of sound community-based programs*

WING

Seytour Eskow, speaking at a conference at Rockland Community College

(Suffern, New York), -aid:



At all tines in the history of man there have been
major and minor prophets calling us to greatness.
If we hear their calls we respond first as indivi-
dual men and women, lifting up our eyes and changing
our minds and our hearts and our dtrections. Most
of us also believe that history tias taught us that
uplifting the individual is not enaugi), that the
prophet must find a priest to build a church, that
the vision of the new faith will blur if it does
not find a new form, that salools and courts and
political parties and churches-all human insti-
tutions--are attempts to memorialize a vision, to
house a dream, to be a response to a call to
greatness.

Perhaps community-based education can be our response to the call to

greatness. That it can be is, I think, illuStrated by words written at

the most recent AACJC As mbly:

In these things do we earnestl3d believe-

Tbat every individual has the capacity for cont nuing
growth and that education is fundamental to this human
goal.

We further believe that every ethnic snuf, social class
, l f

and sex are equally endowe-
A
wi* inherent worth and

potential.

We view community-based postseconikty education as the
process for lifelong learning, atildi we pledge our efforts
to the availability of qualiV education for all.
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AU EXPERIMENT WITH THE COL EGE AS THE COMMUNITY

AND

THE COMMUNITY AS T E COLL

First of all let me say that I consider it'a privilege

to be able to address this International Syipos1um today

first of a kind opportunity for me personal and I welcome

as a sounding board for some of -he concept_ that have become

the philosophic base of a new and exciting post-secondary educ-

ational model in the Province of _askatche an and Weste n Canada.

All of us in.the development of Saskatchewan's Community Colleges

since 1972, and th se Oho preceded us in terms of the planning,

live in the constant sp_rit of searching and experimentatIon

with a model that we know has high risks involved, but hOpe will

pay high dividends for the people of our province.

May I begin by saying a word of introduction to Western

Canada and specifically to our Province of Sa _atchewan in order

situate you in a context of our Conimunty College system a

context necessary to make sense of our College development.

Saskatchewan has less than 5% of the entire population

of the Dominion of Canada,,about 920,000 persons. Geographically
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Saska chewan covers approximately 400,000 square miles. The

southern half of our province contains some of the besi wheat

growing land in the world. This image ma- be slightly deceiving

because over one half of the geographic area of the province

comprises of lakes and forests--the northern portion, with a

population base approximating 20,000 people largely of na ive,

Cree and chipewyan descent. Four major cities of the-province

contain almost one half of Ale province!s popu a ion. The

remaining half is scattered in 500'plus small and larger com-

munities throughout the province wi.h ah acononic base directly

related to the agricultural industry. In tha.past few years the

population of the province had been de lining due in part to

the consolidat=o- of smaller farm uni s +0 the larger corporate

farming operation and the out-migration of citizens. As a

consequence of this the discussion in rural Saskatchewan revolves

around such i-sues as rail line abandonment, closing of smaller

community ba ed grain terminals in favour of large inland

terminals, and the death of smaller rural Saskatche an town

The province contains two'universities located in the major
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urban areas of Saskatoon and Regina and three institutes

technology with student enrollments of 14,500 at the two

universities and 10,000 at the three technical institutes.

For the past 20 years or more educato:- in the

province have been concerned about a post-secondary education-

model which would serve the needs of this scattered popu-

lation in a mixture of native and European ethnic backg -unda

that make for a cultural mosaic rich in history and raditic

obviously has been expressed by the other 50% of the

populaion--those living away from
. major urban a asfor a

level of adult educa i_n prog a-s and se-vices on a par w

those services offered in the 4 cities. Early in 1972 the

decision was made by the Minister of Education the Honorable

Gordon Mac urchy to ask the people of the province what they

felt would make sense as a pos secondary educational system

serving their needs. Fi ty-four co _unity hearings were held

by a special Minister's Advisory Committee on Commtinity

Colleges and a document published by this advisory group on

the structure and approach to Saskatchewan Communty College
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development.

These h a ings indicated very clearly that residents

rural Saskatchewan felt they were receiving second-rate

treatment in Provincial Adult Education Programming. A

decision was reached based on this Advisory Committee of

recommendation to establish 4 pilot project Community College

Regions in the pro ince located in distinct geosuraphic, ethno-

cultural, and economIc regions of the province in order to

test a philosophy which grew out of the 54 provincial meetings.

This Community College philosophy called for the establishment

of a Co unity College in a specific region only after pre-

liminary develooment work was done by a Community College

Development Officer whose task it was to conduct intensive

intervie s within each geographic region covering a population

base of from 40 to 60 thousand persons. Over a period of 6 to

8 months these Development Officers conducted public meetings,

frequented coffee touched base with established educ-

ational and government systems and private organizations and

gave advice to the Department of Continuing Education on a
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monthly basis on the kind of response that was coming from the

people themselves. It was a process development from the _o d

II I
They began with a set of seven-basic principles o_

Communi,y College Development:

A Community College's major respol-ibility is to

pro-o e formal and informal adult learning in its

re ional community.

2) Programs are to be developed in response to the

expressed concerns of a comm n _y which has

identified -nd assessed its needs.

A Community College shall provide individual and

group counselling in the establishment and achieve-

ment of edu a-ional goals.

A Community College shall assist in cormnunity

development by offering progra s of community

education and service. In :ural areas it -ill

serve as a mechanism for the maintenance and

d-velopmant of a viable way of life.

A Community College Shall not duplicate exiating
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educe ional services to facilities for adults;

rather, it shall , ordinate the delivery of all

adult educational services to the community.

6) A Community College 5hall be governed by a council

representa ive of the region.

7) The operation of Co -unity Colleges shall be under

the purview of the Minister of Continuing Education.

A slogan quickly took shape--"The College is the

Community and the Community is the College". The philosophy

was not to build any buildings, not to erect campuses, not to

hire large permanent staf, but to use the existing facilities

in a commun ty, the town hall , the community.schoolo Ale church

basement, the rumpus rooms, the garages, the workshops, the

local industries on a contractual bases to conduct those kinds

of adult education activities requested by the people of the

community. The word "proce' " was vital to _his de.elopment.

People in the region, no _matter what their edvcational back-

ground were told that their input was important to the form-

ation of this new organism. They were told that the admin-

istration of the College' once-hired, would be responsive to
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their local requests for programming provided they made a needs

assessment of their district and were prepared to priorize their

requests. Accessibility to the administration of the Community

College throu h this development process took the shape of local

action committees with a variety of members and various structures

depending on the community itself and the stage of development

that had taken place there. For example, some small towns in

fear for their survival, had already banded together and formed

regional commun ty development associations, pooling their

resources both in an oraanizatjonal and financial sense

ord- in -in essential services such as transportation,

retail outlets, school services, as well as social and recre-

ational facilities. In many con-unities new local Community

Colleges commi -ees we e established; in others the task

needs ident'Jcation and program priorization and assessment

became the responsibility of the lcal cultural or recreational

associa ions. By the spring of 1973 Saskatchewan's Community

College. Legislation came into being establishing Community

College boards of citizens representative
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Community College region in tbese four p ot areas. One region

was in northern Saskatchewan se vinL a population base of under

5,000 persons largely of Cree Indian ancest_y centered in

La Ronge. Another at Humboldt was to serve a region populated

largely with persons of German-Canadian ethnic background in a

relatively ho-o enous cultural and econo ic agricultural situ-

ation. Another region had two larger Saskatchewan cities with

populations of 14,000 and 5,500 within 25 miles of one another

and mary typical s a 1 Saskatchewan towns scattered along the

ori-inal Canadian Nat onal Railway Trunk Line. A final region

centered in S Current consi- ed largely of ranchers involv-

ed in the cattle-raising industry. The boards set upon the

task at hand, equipping thems lves with the philosophy of

being responsive to the people of their region, by outlining

aims and objectives 2or their College operation and hiring

their initial staff consisting of a Principal, Secretary-

Treasurer, one or two Program Coordinators, and some clerical

st_ff. By the fall o_ 19-73 short three months la _er, with

rather overwhelming response from the communities, these four

pilot Collages embarked on an adu t educa_ion adventure which
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,
included over 15 000 adults and 1,200 programs during the College

fiscal year July 1973 to June 30, 1974. The cost of this

-experiment was .under 3/4 of a million dollars including the

Werk of the four Community College Developers assigned to these

reqions.

The original intent of the Department of Con inuing

Education ,and its Minister was to implement a Community College

structure in the province in three staces s arting with the

most rural areas of the province in the first and second stage

and ending up with a rationalization of Community Colleges in

the four major urban-areas in the third stage, to be dev- oped

in 1976. Because of the response by the people of the province

the development was moved ahead so that at this time Sas-

katchewan has four Community Colleges that have been program-

ming two complete years and ei ht more Col eges that are

ready to beciin or have already begun Programmin for 1975-76,

as well as College development bdig undeaken in northern

%skatchewan which wIll likely include tF :ee new Community

leges in the no1 by Ppril !, 1976



While statistics concerning program levels and

enrollments have their place and I must admit as an insider

our statistics look Impressive (during this past y ar Parkland

Community College has conducted programs touching 8,000 adults

out of a population of 60,000 people more than 10% of the

regional population)--'wliat we have here in the initial years

of this new system is, I believe, a working blend of local

autonomy and community involvement as well as central govern-

ment presence. It wo k , and it's what the people asked for.

It is a Community College system of post-secondary education

that acts as a broker for services to outlying community

groups which meets the local requests at a level of confidence

and maximum u ilization of human and physical resources that

make sense eduCation and dollar wise in our province.

The initial approach of the Development Officers

was to guarantee accessibility to the College in its admin-

istration and p o ram delivery with a challenge to local

people to be responsible and make their voice heard. It has

happened. Saskatchewan citizens asked for courses in human
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ehric_ ment, in academic an
. technLcal credit programming

the universities and institutes and they are receiving them.

Working within the system one must stand in rel-tive-a:e from time

to time realizing that such a flexible organism at _he community

level can make demands for yrogramming on a relatively -short

turnaround time and find complex and institutions

as our universities a itutes scrambling to.do their

best to respond within mattrr of wqeks. Obviousiy everyth ng

mplished in the ear

_niittees which have

that was asked for could W:

or second year. EssentialT ough tT4

been m eting monthly, that of the Saskatchewan College Principals

Committee and the Saskatchewan Committee of Institute Principals--

the Community College Principals the Institute Principals, and

the Extension Depart-ent Heads -f the two universities, the

detai of logistics intertwine with the unique philosophy in

a coordinated and cooperative effort that is brand new even to

a province that has a long history in cf-op niovenientS. I would

be remiss if I did not spend a moment speaking about the human

side of Saskatchewan's ComMunity Collegesthose intangible

elements that give a system such as ours ei her viability, or
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be in to breed a mechanism for self-desruction. What I aim

referring to is the receptivity on the part of College staff

ani Community College boards, the kind of receptivity that will

e a group of eisht trustees on a Communi y Collese board to

do2ens of mneetin9s with local committees within its region in

a continual dialogUe listening and discussing, arguing and

proposing a local structure that is prepared to constantly

admit of change, of dropping programs that have accomplished

their purpose and filled their usefulness and replacing them

th oilers which are ass ssed to be more n edful at this very

m ment. I often wonder how one aesesses the daily strain on

my field staff who sperid their days in the necessary a

tration and the majority of their evenings driving one,

t e hundred miles to attend a local committee meeting and

discuss educational possibilities with a volunteer group that

have begun to see economic advanta h opportunities,

social answers and po sible social change in a climate, that

only a few short months ago was negative, that is a climate

total acceptance that th -ommunity was in its death

throws. How does one possibly assess in economic terms the
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kind of counselling that takes place with a group of new

Canadians which leads them to determine that an English language

program or a small business accounting program need no

place within the hallowed but solid formidable wal s of the

local institution or far off institutions, but in fact, can

and does take place In their own living rooms or in an

en iroament that they have chosen which makes the

"going back to schoo If

comto

Or .perhaps helping a small

able

ma hine shop business in a rural community grow because the

local Co_ unit d the owner in putting together

a proposal on induStrybased trainin: whereby he might enlarge

his operation through a combination of classroom and on the job

training for new employees. Or -bat about the ranchers who

get together under the auspices of the Community College to

learn something about vet-_inary medicine, saving them money

and saving the local overworked veterinarian time and energy

i- the daily health care of their cattle. Or how does one

estimate the value of the more than tenfold increase in local

interest-in the craft field and the hopeful indeed possible
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grow h of cottage industries relative to this. Sasicatchewan

has lots of clay deposits--why not small family po ies?

Why not look to the ecology of our beatti ul province through

seminars where local people who know what's happening to their

land and their forest are able to pick the brains of the univ-

y professor? Why not learn about farm machinery maint-

enance in the winter so that Ln t e spring and fall those

critical times of seeding and harvest when brea downs happen

in the field, the farmer can Look to his own repairs, rather

than waste several days of precious time and risk an early

frost or an

insisl

spring and loss of income .

The title this talk began an experiment-- will

we do not f2el that we have all the answers but

we know that we are on the right rack; we do not feel we have

solved all the problems of our province through community

colleges or its approach to post-secondary education but we

know already that we have come a long way. I suppose in

conclusi n one can only say that the next five, ten or fifteen

years and onwards will indicate how wozthwile the system has
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been. Our province is aware of real limitations, eLrecially

financial ones. I believe all of us from boards of trustees to

those worlUri9 in College developments to those volunteer com-

ees are aware of normal inst tuti nali ation processes that

always creep in o a vibrant organism: A creeping bureaucrat-

ization which makes the organizational goals more impor ant than

the people which the organization is Set up to serve. Becz,u e

we believe in Con inuing Education and Lifelong Learning as a

basic tenant of our Community College philosophy at the gra ss

roots of our society, perhaps the bicjcest program that we u

take in Community Colieges will be to see if our rhe

withstand the test of tine.

By Jake Hutarna
Aosistant Director,
Community Colleges,
Colleges Branch,
Department of Continu-ng BdUcation
4th-Floor, Toronto-Dominion Bank Bldg.,
Regina, SASMTCHEWAN:
.S4P 3N6 63
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THE FUTURE SHAPE OF GOVERNANCE IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

- Richard C. Richardson, Jr.

When I consider the topic that I am supposed to address to you, that is, Gov-

ernance, and the shape of it in the future, I think that you ought to be aware that I

come at it from a particular point of view. I have been for a number of years particularly

concerned with the topic of 'Participative Governance'. I have tried in my own institu-

tion, in my writing and in my work with other institutions as a counsultant, to mike

participative governance a vital force in the community college movement. I have been

extremely concerned about some of the kinds of relationships that 1 have seen in in-

stitutions and so it was that type of background that led me naturally into the study

of collective bargaining which initially I regarded as a kind of threat to participative

governance. I no longer see it in that way and I think these remarks will help you to

perceive the relationship that I see between governance and collective bargaining, I

think there is a very close one and that the two are by no means antithetical.

What is the history of the recent past of governance in community colleges? Let

me sketch a number of observations. First, we have seen an abundance of autocratic

and frequently arbitrary administrators. Those selected for administrative posts

have regarded themselves endowed with a wisdom denied to lesser folks, in other words,

the faculty. This egocentric view of their college communities led some administrators

to value their judgments so highly that they seldom listened to faculty or students

unless what was said agreed with what administrators wished to hear. Through fear, contro

of the system of rewards and penalties and control of the channels of communication,

especially to the board of trustees, administrators have for the most part been able to

achieve their priorities and to promote their values.

Faculty members in most community colleges have clearly occupied a less prestigious

role than administrators. They have been evaluated by administrators, they have been re-

coimended for promotion by administrators, they have been selected by administrators and .

their salary increases and tenure have been.dependent upon their good relationship with
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administrative supervisors. The lack of faculty involveMent in perSonnel

decisions has paralleled their limited influence on the curriculum and

upon other academic matters. Many institutions have created numerous

committees, all of which have been advisory to the president. The term,

advisory, has been interpreted to mean that if these committees produced

recommenda.ions with which the president agreed they would be accepted..

If the committees produced recommendations with which the president

disagreed, they would be ignored.

Innovation in community colleges has been another interesting phe-

nomenon. We have had more than our quota of bright and brittle young-

men who have flitted from institution to institution, sprinkling the

magic dust of innovation and then moving on before the human consequences

of their innovations became fully apparent. We have read of recommendations

for a Vice President for Heresy. The implication here is quite clear. If

you don't have an administrator who has innovation written into his job

description, the clods on the faculty are going to continue existing

practices, ad infinitum.

Compounding these problems has been the lack -of professionally trained

administrators. While a few of our universities were preparing community

college administrators as far back as the 1950's, the first real impetus

for professionally trained administrators came in the early 60's under the

sponsorship of the W. K. Kellogg Foundation. While involvement in A

program designed to prepare professional college administrators has by no

means been a guarantee that one would have the qualifications necessary
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to be a professional administrator, least a case can be made that

t is better to try and fail than not to try at all. The absence of

professionally trained administrators had led to one final problem that

deserves mention, and that is the over-involved trustee. Some of the

most bizarre advice currently available can be obtained from trustee's

who have become expert at dealing with unusual problems which they have

helped create through a lack of understanding of complex organizations,

combined with weak and ineffective administrative leadership.

As we look to the 1 tr1 shape of governance in our colleges, we can

observe at least two separate channels to a common future. Some of us

have already been swept into the turbulent waters of formal collective

bargaining. I can sympathize with those who a e struggling to stay

afloat in the collective bargaining stream. I can understand those

who have chosen the less spectacular but equally productive route of

participative governance. More difficult to understand are those who

haven't yet made the choice in the hope that coercion, fear and rewards

can continue to support the fading mode of administrative domination.

From my perspective, the reforms that are necessary as a consequence

some of the inequities that have been a part of our past are most likely

to be resolved through the collective bargaining channel. I do not

believe that collective bargaining is in any way inappropriate for colleges.

I have no fear of faculty members overwhelming administrators or boards of

trustees, but neither do I see collect.:ve bargaining as the panacea it is

sometimes described by the growing class of faculty union bureaucrats.

Conflict is a normal part of life of zu organization. Most of us have
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been taught, as administrators, tha_ it is our job to promote consensus.

Consequently, whn conflict emerges we feel guilty and we try to suPpress

it. Collective bargaining is a healthy, decision making process for

dealing with conflict. By refusing to accept collective bargaining

as a normal decision making process, we force faculty unions into the

position of refusing to accept consensus procedures as a normal way for

dealing with those areas of decision making where adversarial relationships

are not necessary.

.Collective bargaining should be a procedure through which decisions

are reached that are fair to both faculty and administration. Professional

negotiators can afford to concentrate on winning at the table because they

don't have to live with the results in terms of the institutional

relationships that evolve under the terms of a poor contract. A fair

contract that is well administered can provide a number of important

advantages both to administration and to faculty. The gor contract, or

the poorly administered contract places intolerable pressure on administra-

tion. Regardless of how favorable to administration a contract may be, it

is almost certain that it will include a grievance procedure. Through use

of the grievance procedure it becOmes possible for faculty to expose the

inequities and the lack of good judgment'which the non-professional

administrator often displays. This is particularly true within state

systems where contracts are negotiated under the influence of a central

administrative office. Normally the third or fourth step of the grievance

procedure will result in the necessity of the state board hearing the

details of some very messy situations. Given the fact that it is not

so
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uncommon for 15 to 30 grievances a year to be filed during the first

two years of a contract, a state board and state administration may find

themselve5 in the position of being forced to deal with a lot of issues

they never knew existed previously.

As we gain more experience with collective bargaining, however, the

number of fair contracts that are negotiated will increase with some

important consequences. First, the role of faculty members in curriculum

and instruction will be greatly strengthened. I see this as a very

positive development. We are no longer building 50 new commun ty

colleges each year, nor are existing colleges faced with the prospect

of increasing staff by 0 to 40 percent. With stability has come the

opportunity for faculty and administrators to work together to strengthen

the programs they offer and the quality of their instruction. It should be

apparent to evqn the most chauvinistic of community college advocates

that it is o;.a thing to describe a community college as an institution

that values excellence in teaching, and quite another to achieve such

e'ac. under the circumstances that were imposed on us by the

pid (,Axpandon of the 60's.

It is increasingly evident, too, that faculty members in all but the

worst of our community colleges do longer see these institutions as

stepping stones to a job at a four year college or university. The steady

state has produced a career faculty for community colleges for the first

time. A career faculty will not be responsive to administratively dominated



innovation, nor will acareer faculty be content to permit .the

personnel decisions that effect their live: to be made solely by

administrators.

Thus there will be increasing faculty inf uence in decisions involving

the selection of their colleagues, faculty retention, faculty evaluation,

and promotion,. This can only be regarded as a most constructive step.

The time has come for administr tors to stop spending most of their

time supervising faculty members evaluating faculty members, and

documenting this supervision and evaluation with reams of paper which

proves little more than the ability to write. I have read about and

observed numerous schemes for evaluating faculty by administrators, but

have yet to see any of these arrangements produce results that justify

the cost and nuisance that is involved in implementing them.

,

The changes affecting faculty and administration should result in a

professional faculty, assuming greater responsibility for the educational

program and for its.tmplementation; and a professional administration,

concerned more with defining their own contributions to the educational

process and less with supervision and evaluation c their professional

colleagues. The question most frequently raised at this 'point iS,

about the students?" The bargaining table has only two sides, and:students

sit at neither. A secure faculty, freed from paranoia about administrators

is likely to be more responsive to students than they have been in the past.

There are already examples where student pressures have led faculty to

negotiate student involvement on curriculum committees and student

evaluation of faculty members to be used in making personnel decisions.

There.is also a movement toward the organization of students for direct
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nent in the collective bargaining procesS.

course a professionally competent and reasonably secure administra -

ff will, by its own practices, make exclusion of students from

'sion making process more difficult. It is quite apparent that

listrators t eat students as more equal partners in the educational

it will be e''' emely difficult for faculty memrs to suppo t

escending a tJes sometimes displayed at present.

ally, collective bargaining will have the effect of reducing

eh-, or by trustees. The nature of community colleges is

t trustees are in constant contact with students and faculty.

ast it has not been unusual for a trustee to call a president

ttempt to intervene directly in a situation involving a matter

Tric freedom or personal privacy. This process will become much

ficult under a collective bargaining agreement which provides for

?ss of violations of academic freedom as well as due process in

I issues. I do not believe it was ever intended that trustees

ty Wile should become the dominant force in decision

The use of the lay board evolved as a device for keeping institutions

,e to the social order out of which they grew. It also Provides

sm for accountability and advocacy. The lay board must recognize

ations as well as its strengths. Collective bargaining will help

such recognition where it has not already occurred.

re limited number of institutIons will make the kinds of changes

without the polarization and the formalization which is a

ce of collective bargaining. There will be certain characteristics



f those institutions that ara ab e to make participative governance work.

Such institutions w 11, a; a minimum, establish the following conditions.

First, they will work out with their facult- personnel policies

related to selection, retention, promoti -, the granting of salary increments

and tenure. Such personnel policies will be equitable and will ensure a

considerable measure of faculty involvement in making the decisions that

affect them. Included will be a grievance procedure with binding arbitration

so that unfair decisions, either real or imagined, can be appealed to a

neutral third party beyond the board of trustees. These policies, combined

the grievance procedure, will be legally protected in such a way

that they cannot be changed arbitrarily by the board of trustees without

advanced consultation with the faculty.

Second, those i tutions which do not go through the process of

formal organization will make arrangements to negotiate with their faculty

on economic matLers through the establishment of policies similar to those

used for the resolution of conflict under collective bargaining. The

characteristics of human beings are such that it i realistic to expect

that faculty memuers will ever believe that they are being paid a

sufficiently high salary or that bOard members will ever believe that

faculty members are worth what they are being paid. Regardless of the

consensus that may vxist in other areas of the institution, there will

always be conflict on this particular matter. It follows, therefore,

that the institution must have a procedure for addressing this issue.

Any viable alternative to collective bargaining will have to provide impasse

procedures incl( ing mediation, fact-finding and arbitration, so that

84
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faculty members will be assured that they are not being co-opted into

accepting a board decision without the kind of recourse that will be

available to their colleagues in institutions that have chosen to organize

formally and to affiliate with an external union.

I don't see any possibility of sta -vstems taking the participative

approach as opposed to the collective byaining approach toward more

faculty involvement in matters related to governance. State systew by

their very nature, are large formal bureaucracies which can only be dealt

with successfully by o -her large formal bureaucracies. The inficant

decisions in state systems will increasingly he made at th ite level.

There seems to be no possible way that faculty mcmbers can "buy a piece

of the action" at the state level without formal oryanon.

While collective bargaining is not yet a consideration in some areas

of our nation, approximately half of the states have either passed

collective bargaining legislation or permit collective bargaining because

they do not pr-'4bit it. As faculty unions gain political influence they

will turn the' fforts for collective bargaining legislation from 4-%e

state to the ,ationJ level. For this reson, it is only a matter of

time until we have a national collective barqaining law. Again, this

does not seem to me to be a negative development. It will only be

negative for those institutions which can't make up their minds about

how to adapt to new forms of decision.making and, as previously noted,

such institutions are likely to find themselves under new leadership

before too long under any circumstances.

The shape of governance for the future, then, involves significantly

changed roles for-administration andfor faculty. The shape of that
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future is already clear in the form of the con racts that have been

negotiated by those institutions that h had five years of experience

or more under this form of decision makiog. 14- is also becoming

increasiigly clear in those ins itutions that have chosen to move to_ard

participative governance as an alternative to collective bar hung. It

should be noted that changing the structure and establishing a faculty

senate, while key administrators continue to behave precisely as thay

' did before is not moving toward participative governance. It's simply

wasted motion to conceal administrative indeci.ion.

Collective bargaining is not inevitable in the future of all of cur

institutions but it is hi hly probable. Its results will be more

beneficial than harmful. This conclusion is drawn from observaticris

over a. period cf years of th ,=! impact on faculties and students

extremely autocratic administration. The repressive atmosphere

resulting has diouraged staff from exercising academic freedom

because of reprisals from elther administrative or board a tion.

It is difficult to understand how anyone can believe that diminishing

the importance or the self-image of any faculty me4)er or any student

in any institution can enhance the effectiveness of that institution or

its image as an institution of higher education. The unvarnished truth

of the matter is that anything that diminishes any one of our professional

colleagues diminishes us. We cannot increase our status at the expense

f reducing theirs. Community colleges have suffered from image

problems. That image problem has been due in'no small measure to the

deliberate attempt of administrators to repress faculty activity as

practicing professionals. 86
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The reverse of this is true also, and unions will discover this in

due timg. It is not possible to diminish or displace effective administra-

tors without diminishing the institution as a whole. We must learn to

work together and we can accomplish that under collective bargaining

.as effectively as we can under participative governance.

The issue is the effectiveness of our enterpr se and the quality of

the services we deliver. To compete effectively in the marketplace

of higher education we will need to resolve our conflict as equitably

as possible and Move on to the tasks at hand. The shape 0, how this is

done will not vary greatly whether an institution choose- to tollow

participative governance or to become involved in collective bargaining.

We do need to 'be sure that each ape,eoach is informed by the successes

and failures of the other.
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"That old black magic has me in its sznell;
That old black magic that you weave sc
Those icy fingers up and down my spine;
That same old witchcraft when ,!r,u r. eyes meet mine.

Just as the haunting reFri melody suggests

too does human-

istic education conjure up a vast array of images con-

cerning relationships betwe n students and faculty.

Huenistic education is much in vogue these days in t

the intimacy of a loving relatlor

educat _nal literature as well as on the lips of pract t-

.n s the instructional arts. Oespiteii ts new-f und

popularity, however, humanistic education carries with

-ich variety of connotations. For some individuals, it

eludes any publicly stated meaning, largely because its
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posressor jealously refuses to share its definition with

others. Fc4-- this ..eason it often poses under the dub-

icus guise oF intr ywr thi.

iduals, huAani cr_ 71ticci

g, For other indiv-

ud s a clearly stated

tionsle end z barat omplr. ta with such

affective titles

education," and innov

quent educa zn

ed tion." 1

The ultimate goal of humanistic education is the

development of a humar prototype who embodies the global

characteristics f the affe-tive dimension; the self-

ac u lizing person. The thesis presented here is that

one Fad t of humanistic education -- facilitative teach-

ing -- will serve to promote the emergence of that self-

actualizing person in the classroom. Supporting the v

that the facilitative process engenders the development

of self ztu lizing persons, Cecil Patterson skillfully

summarizes the two-Fold purpose of humanistic educat -n:

The first is that of _eaching subject matter
in a more human way; that is, facilitating
subject matter learning by students. The
second is that of education, the non-intel-
lectual or affective aspects of the student;
that is, dalloping persons who understand
themselves, who understand others, and who
can relate to others. 3

In this age of heightened tensions and increased dis-

regard for personal relationships, it is paramount to ac-

centu t- the significance of fac'litative teaching. This

approach lends itself to the classroom For two basic reas-

ons. First, facilit- 'ye teaching pro 'des en environment
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for individuals to freely search for and disco er their

personal and professional identities as well as t

cre=r their knowledge of a subject disc pline. Second,

f .ilitative teaching can foster more positive behav or

by faculty toward students. Although it is clear that

many instructors already emphasize facilitative teaching

as a matter oF course ( v n if they do not refer to it

by that name], it is hoped that ell faculty will build

upon this Foundation and enlarge the practice of facili-

tative teaching in the classroom.

Facilitative teachers exhibit several characteris-

cs typical cf persons in the helping professions (e.g.,

4nurses, priests, counselors). These characteristics

ere listed below with no particular order intended. In

brief, facilitative teachers a e those who:

1. reach out and "to -lir other persons.

direct their ufforts towrd improving
ve-bal and non-verbal communication
bstween intimates anr non-intimates;
Dridge-bu'Iding between persons repre-
sents thei, primary concern. 6

3. -1z-Lnowedge 1711e importance of self-dis-
closure in ptIronal and in erpersonal
groNth. 7

4. strive towerd self-actualizat on; that
is, commit thsmselves to fulfillment
of individual potential.

S. demonstrate an aw renass of .the require-
ments entailed i personal relationships
and task relationships. 9

build supportive authntic, empathic,
accepting, and trusting relatioshipgl. 10

2
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concern themselves with creating persons
who are simultaneously interdependent and
self-dependent. 11

B. promote and enhance the personal grow h
of students in the clessrOom. 12

9. spur the enactment of linking, living,
learning, and loving connections among
persons. 13

10. stimulate personal and pre'
growth; Foster the trait-
sensitivity and serendil)1

%nrenity,
14

It is flOw necesse y to examine the psyczhol gical theory

and pedagogical ,ples that underg the concept of

facil tative tea. The psy h_l gical theory supporting

the notion of ffeciiitaiive teaching has emanated largely

from the wo k of "third For --" psychologits in psychother-

15apy. Specifically, the pioneering achievements of Cerl

Rogers and Abraham Maslow have furnished important insights

into the self-actualizing person. Moreover, Arthur Combs

has made a monumental contribution to education by tr ns-

lating the goal of psycheth rapy -- becoming a self-actual-

izing person -- into a major goal of the educe i nal pro-

cess

Rogers emphasizes the importance of the facilitative

p ocess in identifying various r les For the self-actual-

izing person in the clossroom. He cites two chsracteris-

tIcs that direc_ly relate to facilitative teaching: indiv-

;dual openness to experience and acceptance that a pers n

is
6ever-changing, Flexible, and adaptable. In this

context Rogers argues that the "optim I parse

.93
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who enabl Cfacilitat7--1 rv

17ino persons.

o become fully function-

Alth ugh Maslow share hogars' vi.w of self-actualize-

tion, he sugg sts that fully functioning pe sons:

have developed or are developinc;
full stature of which they ,)rEl
[in that] they respect and estu;r th -

selves and others; have a deep feelirg
of empathy, sympathy, end compassion For
human beings; and hPve deep interpersonal
relations with other-G. 18

`t_

Maslow Furthe- argues that Fully functioning persons

value their own worth and respect the dignity of others.

OF great importance, the self-actualizin,d person engages

in intimate relationships wiLh uthers. Thus Maslow

sures us -t,t such persons natu ally perform a Facilita-

tive funz;--tion n t only because of their intense liasons

with others, but because they promote the grub th of the

19actual and potential in others.

C mbs -a ntains that "men is fundamentally motivat d

by the m intenance and enhancem nt of self,"
20 Not only

does man accept himself and others, but he is "able to ac-

cept other per-options into his eness. 21 Therefore,

Combs reasons that the secure :Irson can effect chege in

person l meaning for another individual by simply altering

23that person's perceptual Field.

In the arida Studie in the .Helping Profess ons,

ombs end his associates recently published the results

their Inv stig tions th: "workways" of brofes-

9 4
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sional helpers. They Found "a high degree of similarity

26in the perceptual organizations of good workers

Be ause these professional helpers appeared to hol_ m-

mon perceptions and belief Combs and his associates

co structed five heur stic categories which reflected

the characteristics of effective helpers and attempted

to describe how each oF these helpers functioned within

that framework. This perceptual frame ork encompas ed

the following Five categories:

the helper's belief about his subject
matter.

2. the helper's view of what peopi_ are
like.

3. the helper's (..;e:1 self-concept.

4. the helper's ren purposes, those of
society, and olose related to his task.

27
6. the helpe 's mpproach to the task.

The second and third categories are particularly rel-

eeent in terms of facilitative teaching. In the second

y, helping persons pe _-ive others as poseessing

the:

... capacity to deal with their problems; see
others as being Friendly end enhancing; see
others as being of worth and possessing an
integrity which must be respected and main-
tained; see people and their behavior es de-
veloping from within; see people aS being
creative and dynamic; see people as essemtia
trustworthy and dependable; see the behavior
of people es being understandable; and see
people as potentially fulFilling end enhancing
to self as well as an important source of-sat-
isfacti n. 28
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Moreover Combs and his associates mssert that the

helper's s ept Cthe third c- agars') provides a

prom', ent link in the entire helping pr-cess. They con-

tend -hat a helper:

dentifies with other people, sees him-
self as enough and Feels basically adequate
unto himself; trusts himself as dependable
and able to cope with events; sees himself
as likeable, attractive, and wanted; and
sees himself as a person of consequence,
dignity, and worthy of respect. 29

The e observations confirm the impo tance of self-

con _p. in the larger ional rubric of f

tive teachig t it decade, the body of lite a-

ture supporting zhe concept of f cilitative t a hing

has mushroom d. Ansearch perceptual psychology c n-

ducted in the 1 60's and 1970's at the University of

Colorado and the University of Florida, have corroborated

the findings reported in the Florida S

_P ofessions. In fact, the results of this research

ex a d-d the original expectations of the investigators.

For ex- -pie, Joe Wittmer and Robert Myrick recontly pub-

lished an importan-c volume in whi h they advocated the

adoption of f- ilitative teaching as a viable instruc-

t onal approach. In brief, they maintain that supplying

the conditions for freedom in 1.-ine

per o- i growth, promote lea

o m can enhance

s bject matter,

and foster positl!=ve relations .sch7

dents.

.nd s 4J-

Wittmer and Myrick make three assump' cons regc ding

9 6
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Facilitative teaching. First, they suggest the

should begin where his students are psychologically and

academically, not where they were yesterdayor where they

ought to be tomorrow. Second, they argue that every

teacher and student can successfully learn end implement

the principles of facilitat ve teaching. Third, they

maintain that human beings can profit from th -takes;

that th-y are not necessarily condemned or impris ned by

them. Rather, each n w day brings with it a spirit of

renewal. A popular poster b st expr

behind facilit tive t hing; "Today is the First day of

the rest of your life!"

In essence, Wittmer and Myrick posit a concentric

spectrum oF facilitative resp nses for students and

teachers to augment their personal growth. The spec rum

ranges from the least fa .litative response -- advising

and evalu ting -- to the most facilitative resp nse --

reflecting upon and u1erstanding feelings. As the be-

havioral responses generate al deeper understanding of

a pe n' feelings self-growth occurs because that in-

dividual becomes more Facilitative. OF course, it is

obvious that a reciprocal relationship exists between

the level of the facilitative response and the deg ee of

personal gro th. 33

Similarly, fa ilitative t aching develops in three

sta es "been," "being," and "bec ming." Each stage sym-

_s the rationale

bolizes metaphorical categori

9 7
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historic-1 experience with the notion of becoming human.

"Been" represents the past, the dead, end the nostalgic;

ie a there-and-then world that has venished. "Been"

is a -losed end non-ger inati g state in which non-Felon

tative persons fail to take root and grow. "Being" corn

prises the present, the here-and-now of the contemp ery

world; it is _nee, a blend of Life and death as well

as the threshold betwe n "been" and "be o ing." "Being"

the coming together of facilitative and non-Facilitative

persons. During this union, a simultaneous blossoming

and wilting occurs. o ing" symbolizes the futu

the anticipated idea a time yet to occur; it is a

crystallization of scenarios in the hither-and-von.

"Becoming" is each pers n atte-ning full bl om and grov-

ing as a facilitative body. In a word, it is a syner,

gistic p o ess in which persons come together in spirit

and join an unofficial facilita commun ty which is

self-supoorti g, self-enhancing, and lf-perpetuating.

What follows are several tt-utured human relations

exercises which encompass four important areas: building

trust a d support, devel ping Facilitative skills estab-

lishing emotional commitment, and fostering helping re-

lationships. These exercises a e designed for various

le els of interp rsonsl relations that have signiFicant

implications for facilitative teaching. In a sense,

these e ere es comprise a form of do-it-yourselF "in-

9 8



terior decor ting" for personal growth in the classroom.

Before describing each of these ex,roises, it is es-

sential to remind the teacher of the folio ng rules.

First, a her sh uld caref Ily consider the cherec

of his students bofo 'diving into" any speciFic exe

cise. Second, teachers should permit wide latitude for

students to respond Freely non-threatening en ir n-

ment. Third, participation in such exercises should be

on a voluntary basis. Fourth, a teacher should pre-de-

termine the goals of each exercise so as to est blish

their rel vance to the class in question. Fifth, teach-

ers should not slavishly perform the same exercises year

after year without modification. Instead, they should

tempt design new exercises which reflect the reali-

ties of their own experiences in the classroom.

With these obser Ttions in mind, we will move to

the fi exercise, which is called the "trust and

support ci le. In this exercise, five or six persons

f_rm a cir.cle end one person stands in the middle. The

person in the middle stands erect and stiFF and,

his eyes closed, falls in any direction. The members

of the circle support each other in that they gently

push the person in the center back toward the middle

or pass him gingerly along to other members of the cir-

cle. Although this exercise cen create apprehension on

the part of the individual in the middle, the strength

9 9



oF this exe rcise lies in its development of security for

the pers n in the m ddle and demands a sense of solider-

35
ity on the part of those compriing th.2 circle.

,ond xercise involves le- 'ng how to be fa-

litative. In this exercise, the group is div ded in o

triads. c h member of the tri d selects a role as

Facilitator, talker, and obse v r respectively. The

talker speaks to the Facilitator for thre- minutes con-

cer ing his negative feeliigs toward tha group. While

the fa 'lit tor encourages the talker to exress his

Feelings, the observer watches the Fa ilitator and re-

cords his -o -ents on a Facilitator's '1score card."

All member of the triae are required to play each role

as described ab- e. Similarly, each person will re-

ce ve an evaluation of his role as Facilitator. This

eroise is designed to emphasize the importanc of two-

way communication and help Foster the development off

35
ael disclosure.

A trilogy of exercises constitutes the Format ror

exploring personal fee ings. The fi st exercise deals

with a series of situational accounts about which p_

sons express their Feelings and, in turn, observe these

feelings in others. Assistance in identifying and re-

sponding with appropriate te-mir.ology is p ovided by

the "Vocabulary of Affective Adjectives" which accom-

panies this paper. 37 A second exercise focuses on the
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body language inv lved in the expression oF feelings. Each

individual plays the role of a specific Fesling and exhibits

that feeling by Facial express ons and hand geatu- 5 The

person will th n identify the body language acociated with

38that particular Feeling. The third exercise in this

trilogy con ists of drawing a personl lifecpace by tracing

an c'uline of o e body shape on a piece of butcher paper

and crayoning in the liFespace with "here-and-now" colors.

indi-tiduals may permit others to color in their lifespace

in terms oF thEt person's perceptions. 39

The Final exercise seeks to p omo self-disclosure

in the t aching-learning process. Here, the group is di-

vided into triads. The first member of the triad is

structed to dlsclose his vi ws on such controversial

subjects as p rital s x, abortion, o en's liberat on,

etc. Simultaneously, the second member of the triad is

asked.to respond to th se via s with his own on the same

topic. He continues to respond in this manneruntil the

halfway point of the conversation at which time he begins

to withhold inforniatiori. This phase continues until he

is merely soliciting ir-iformation. The third member of

the triad will act es observer and help process the ver-

bal and non-verbal behavior that results from hon-dis-

closure.
40
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ATTITUDE, ATMOSPHERE, ADVANCEMENT
AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Po itive and favorable attitudes are contagious and can

decide the at osphere in any institution or organization. Such

attitudes do much to advance in any emphatic way, the advancement

very affirmatively, of the whole purpose of the inst tution wherein

these attitudes are found.

Action can be of many kinds and in many directions . Here

let us deal with the affir ative act ons of the people who are a

part of an organization. Let's primarily look at the internal results

of positive, affirmative attitudes and actions, and secondarily let

us look at the external affects of such attitudes and at osphere.

The reason l say, or use the word Action, is that action does truly

speak louder than words. Educators are in one way or another

"Change Agents" and that term denotes Action - the doing of some-

thing - hopefully po itive, affir ative, favorable or the good.

This reponsibility; for it is just that, and all those connected with

education no matter what their duties - professional, supportive,

service-oriented or what; do automatically have this serious re-

sponsibility, to do something pos tive! The reference here to

affirmative action is not based on the currently active progra s

dealing with equal opportunity in regard to race religion, national
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o igin, sex, age, color, disabilities, veterans, etc. There are

many very positive things happening in that great effort, and in

no way do I intend to deter that effort or -_ovement.

My reference to the affir ative action phrase is meant to deal

with your and my attitudes toward life itself, our occupational en-

deavors, our institutions - both public and private - and a whole

gamut of people and organizations that we all co e into contact

with regularly.

This whole concept is applicable to all groubs and group

activity. In a way it has to do th the phrase, and also the title

of a famous book - "The Power of Positive Thinking" by Dr. Norman

Vincent Peale - however, it goes far beyond just thinking! This

concept requires ACTION! Positive action, and yes even more than

that. Perhaps it can or does go as far as DEDICATION to the total

concept of improving our o -n life and the life and atmosphere sur-

rounding us all, in every place we spend our daily time awake. As

stated above, we should look at two areas of affect of Attitude,

Advance ent, and Affirmative_Action. One is the internal affect

and results within our own institutions. The other is naturally

then the external affects.

Interna

All those connected with education should be involved for the

total staff in one way or another does have some effect on the end
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result. Each person in his or her o n way have some effect on

every other person they come in con act with. Their attitudes

sho they tell you something about that person, and we might

interpret that to also be telling us something about the institution

itself. And isn't the real character, the personality of any gro p

or institution, the sum result of your contact with the people in

or from that institution? Buildings and Grounds are important too,

but the people - all the people - within that institution form,

act on and react to, and portray the elusive thing we -call at-

mosphere of the organizat on. Each person who comes into con-

tact with an institution will meet different staff people and in

different settings.

Just think for a mo ent of the varied outlook, frame of re-

ference, and hence impressions of the following persons who might

visit any educational Institut'on.

A NEW STUDENT
A VISITING STUDENT
A PROSPECTIVE STUDENT
A FORMER STUDENT
A VISITING PROFESSOR
OR A SALESMAN
OR HIGH SCHOOL CLASS
OR A GRADUATE STUDENT
A COLLEGE TRUSTEE
A PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR
OR A SENIOR CITIZEN

and so on and on -

AND OR PARENTS OF A NEW STUDENT

AND

OR
OR A
OR
AND

SPOUSE

BUSINESS EXECUTIVE
MINISTER OF GOVERNME T
MINISTER OP A CHURCH
CIVIC CLUBS



Does this then mean that everyone should have or develop

this positive attitude, this active, affir ative atmosphere, the

advancement of the concept? Yes, I believe it does.

Now let me give a true life example -

Once there was a Community College and it has been in

existence for a quarter of a century, with the traditional birth,

sporadic growth usual growing pains, and a very fine amount of

success and a few failures in all of its many endeavors. It was

a successful college. There were in this process a number of

changes, strains, and pressures. Then one day the faculty went

on strike. It was finally resolved and everything settled back

to nearly normal The faculty felt they had won. There were

before and after this time a fair a ount of turnover of administrators,

and some, of course, of the faculty, many secretaries, and some

maintenance people. There was considerable student and com-

munity concern du ng and after the strike. Some number of years

elapsed and then pressures started building up and there was another

faculty strike. Again the students and community were involved,

concerned, and it was traumatic for all. Later the college resumed

a nearly normal operation with a considerable number of newly hired

faculty. The next year was one of uneasiness and concern for all.
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Then as time went on, near normality returned; the new facu ty,

along with the few former faculty who returned, all set about

the task of providing quality education to the community. A

new atmosphere developed. New attitudes were evidenced.

The entire staff started showing a more positive, an affirmative,

attitude. There evolved much more involvement. Action increased

at all levels to not only recreate, but to improve the institution's

image with students and the community. Affirmative ideas,

suggestions, new methods and techniques as well as new courses

and programs of an improved and updated nature started flowing

forward - outward - upward. Students - Faculty - Administrators -

Secretaries Maintenance Personnel - Cafet ria - Bookstore --

al l of these became more friendly, relaxed and open in all

manner of dealings one with anoth In fact, a new program or

thnist was initiated throughout the institution to promote and

undergrid this new atmosphe e - it was called simply 'Collegi I

It took time and no one can say it will last forever, or again it

may even grow and improve. For now and hopefully for a long

time to co e the spirit of collegiality will prevail and grow.

It is indeed great to associate and work wIth these people in this

truly affirmative, active atmosphere. Good things are happening

because of the greatly improved attitudes, including the ad-
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vancements of quality education. It is almost.complete change

to a nea ly universal at o phere of affirmative action. You and

I could probably give many other, different, or individu=1 ex-

periences _f a similar nature. Perhaps if ti e permits later, we

can share such positive knowledge with one another.

External

Community Colleges are indeed of, by, and for the Community or

area they serve. In all educati- nal history, Community Colleges

are probably the m- st respoiisive to the needs and desires -of the

corn unity. They very closely.approach the Greek sy'steni of a

community of scholars. They are near the ideas expressed by

Thoreau on education in his "Walden."

What is the relationship today between the "internal" at,

mosphere of the Community College, and the "external" atm- s-

phere of the Co- munity? Having visited.a few Community

Colleges, itVppears to me that they tend to a great extent to

if mi o the community where they live. In fatt, I believe that

those community colleges which have strayed too far from the

needs and desires of their community have experienced problems,

or will. Luckily for all, this relatively new movement in educa-

tional history has in die 50's - 60's - and now in the 70's made
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great efforts to be both responsive and responsible to their

support base. As explored in the section on "Internal," let

us here again take a few moments to look at some college -

co munity relationships, reference points and i age makers -

Taxpaye (Everyone) - the."Public"

Other Governmental Agencies, local, state and federal

Other Community Colleges and Univer -es

job Applicants

Area School Boards and Teachers

Area Business and Industry

Police and Fire Departments

Health Care Facilities

and so on and on -

Down to some specific examples, here are a few that I have

experienced. First, let me say that it is my firm conviction

that the leadership and example for this desired atractspharic

attitude must be generated at-lbt very top of the organization

whether weefer to "internal" o "e- ternal groups. All of

us tend to follow the exa ple o "pattern" of our "boss,"

many times even without realizing it ourselves. This is

particularly so if our boss is a respected leader or a strong

leader type. However, never forget that possibly to someone
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you may be a leader - their leader - or at least a person they

pattern H after.

Another general comment befo e going into some specifics,

is that almost every employee of any organization helps set, and

also helps display to those outside the organization the atmos-

phere, the attitude, affirmative or negative of the organization.

That fact is why it is more important to your fellow employees

and the public, that each and every employee have and demon-

strate the best possible positive attitude and affIrmative, active

advancement of the atmosphere of being for the organization.

Now to be more specific - there is a company in Michigan

in a small city, and almost everyone in that company and in the

city, speak very positively about the company, its officials anc

its conduct as a (g od citizenH of the communIty. This atmo

phere did not just happen; it has been created by years and yea s

of developing the positive and affirmative atmosphere that this

paper is all about. It is truly a catching condition, and those

who Join this company soon get caught up in the feeling that

permeates all levels and areas in the comiwny. I spent seven

.years with this company and livine in this city, and it truly works

for them.

Such an atmosphere exists in other forms in other organzations

and you may know of some educational institutions where it is a
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way of life. Unfortunately the ad e sary relationship that

usually develops from bargaining for wages and working con-

ditions tends to destroy this atmosphere or at least deny its

growth and co plete development.

It should not, for if the Institution advances, grows, and

is healthy so most likely will most of its employees. Hence ,

you see the affirmative atmosphere can help even in the bar-

gaining process.

Another specific examp e is a Canadian Community

College that I visited several months ago. The total faculty

and administration that I came into contact with, all exuded

a powerful and positive attitude about their institution. Oh

they were realistic and admitted their shortcomings but, they

were very affirmative about the results and outcome of such

experience. They were supportive of each other and thei

advancement of the goals and objectives of the institution.

They openly expressed their enthusiasm. They gave me and

many other visitors on their campus the feeling that together

they were doing many:pVsitive things, and that they all were

-.4 --going to do more and better things in the future. You could

not help getting a great glowing feeling as you "breathed"

their atmosphere. Some time later when one of the staff from
cr

this Community College visited another Community College in
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the states in a consultant role; the same positive atmosphere

was eveident and "rubbed off" on those he worked with and

spoke to. It really did1

One more exa ple is when another Canadian Community

College invited me to visit their campus as a consultant.

There was from the very beginniri a warm, fri.oLicny atmos .

phere and it was obvious. Even as several meetings proceded

and we discussed openly and frankly the several problems they

had invited me there to research and develop a course of action

to resolve - the positive, affirmative attitude expressed itself

in several ways and by many participants. In their concerns

their was a constructive enthusiasm to improve by positive

action the very institution they were critical o - their own.

After almost two days it was so evide t, that they were

anxious to t uly be "change agents" that the very atmosphere

was charged by an almost electric feeling. It Just had to be

felt by others and, there wIll be, I'm sure, a great advancing,

changing, affirmative action take place soon on that campus.



SUMMARY

Internally, externally, publicly and p ivately, the power

of the affirmative atmospher_ creates advancement and action

and i -proves the attitude of all who come into contact with

the staff, individually and as representatives of the,insti-

tutio-

No public relations person, regardless of the amount of

expertise he/she may have, can do as good a job as the

expressions of the positive atmosphere by all the many and

diverse people who make up an in titution. Remember they

have a great variety of com unity contacts In the normal

c urse of living, workin g, and playing.

Lastly let me say, it is simply the personal commitment you

and I can make to ou elves and our fellow citizens, both in

and out of our own institution, that engenders the wonderful

affirmative, active, advancing attitude, of the premier or-

ganization and its glowing atmos_phere that can truly have the

effect of an AURORA BOREALIS on you and on your entire

CommunIty.
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1. Introduct on

Three years ago I spent a week at the UNESCO o fices InParis.

went for new ideas, new records of others' experience, and I talked for

a week to a variety of educators. I was surprised to find that everyone

believed in new forms of education as dynamic expression of social change

but no one could name a place where people had reached out even risked,

as much as Dawson College had - to test the assumptions of participatory

democracy, to state a philosophy, to make structural and curricular

assumptions and to develop methods to apply and readjust these items as

we proceeded. I went to Paris for new ideas but found myself spending

most of my time describing what we were doing at Dawson College.

...retail of apOlication and readjustMent Of method- is probably the

most important.of our goals, sinte the experimept.shoUld'iMply.change

and a willingness to accept the chaos, the threatand. the uneertainty-that

go with it. No institutions would find-iteasy to_bear the 'continuing,

uncertainty that this kind of effortrequires.' Our major adVantagemat

that we were starting a new college. -It.was..at least easier-thanAryiny

to adjust or patch Lip an old one.

We are now in our sixth year of operation and are being forced:to

examine where we stand and where:we are going. Are the benefitt mhat we

hoped for? Are they worth the cost we have paid - and by costs, I do not,

at the moment, mean financial costs but emotional ones'.
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2. _actqfpypd

For those of you who are not familiar with the Collèges d'Enseignement

Undral et Professionel let me review briefly - a short history and

certain special characterittics of the system. Late in the 1950's.anxlety,

was mounting over the number of failures and drop-outs of first year

university students. It was felt thattne bri43e between high school- and

university was not satisfactory and perhaps the qualitY of educetion at

both ends was unrealistic in a society that showed signs of change..

a It was a new kind of world with the baby boom bulge in population

moving into high school, and with a great flow of population fromrural to

urban .areas, accompanied by rapid industrialization. In a province like.

Quebec, caught up dramatically in many forms of social change it was

interesting that planners 'n education matched this drama.

After two years of intensive travel and study the Parent Commission

published its Report in 1964, one of the most Outstanding, perhaps the

most remarkable, Jocuments on education, ever published in.North America.

In 1967 the first French-language CEGEp opened and in 1969 Dawson.College,

the first English-language CEGEP was Opened.

b) The implications of tho Parent CommiSsion report seemed clear.' ,There

was to be an interim type of education after high school, free for all'

students with secondary V, the only route to universityin-Quebec and .to

many specialize occupations it Was to be a generalized kind, of education,

a time to pause and consider a variety of kinds of learning...and .knowledge

befOre committmentto university specialization or to career and technology.-

applications. Whichever stream the student chose, he would have some

exposure to the subject matter of the. other. The faCt that this,,educa ion

was public and free of fee had automatic democratic assumptions.
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jeally the plan could not be faulted. It had enormous benefits The

implementation has been problematic, however. The difficulties have been

mainly those of our society's expectations. There has been a strong

persistence of the tradi_tional value system, including the training for

occupation with attached livelihood, the prestige connotations.of university

training (especially among those who had aspirations for upward mobility),

and a view of the educational structure as a system for weeding out the-

'less worthy' and the establiShment of elites. It is easier for example

to have a conscience about the educational needs of the.masses in Africa

than it is 6out the needs of the masses in our own inner-city jungles.

The new Parent concept of education was dramatically democratic but the

application was less so. Democratic ideas match our kind of society only

to a point. The benefits of equal rights and equal opportunity are

powerful but the costs to icpaitfor a capitalistic class-oriented, free

enterprisetypet of settina are evident.

In the plans to put the report into operation there was influence

from university, high school, professional associations, parents' associa-C ns,

and the like, each with its own specific interests in mind.

There was, and still is, nothing wrong with the idea. In fact it seems

increasingly apparent that it predicts the needs of the future. But . the

application has been more difficult than envisioned. Participants were

and still are unequally informed and uneven in vision.

There has been more confusion than expected in the linkage of the

new form of general education with the specialized goals of high school

and the university. Communication has been non-existent or imperfect in

attempting to explain the new concept. The introduction of the concept

in itself has posed much more threat than educators expected. Re-considerati_n

of curriculum seems to pose, not a change of goal or basic concept, but

more detailed attention to evolving bridging-mechanisms for better

communication and new methods of implementation.
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ITerience;. Two Themes

There is an implied set of theoretical ideas in the preceding comments,

are political and economic in nature and related to much of the

ature that social scientists know. Specific educational theory,

is specific middle range theory related to our experience, is harder

entity. In my search of the literature I find two themes based on

Aleoretical areas that seem to reflect and give insight into our unique

T. They identify aspects of the innovative educational process and

le useful.

Merton has written of the "unexpected consequences of purposeful

In". Certainly every teacher and administrator is well aware, through

lence, of the meaning of this idea. We took certain decisions, made

lin options, but were surprised very often at where they led us... The

W theme concerns the yearning for meaningful relations or primary

)1dentity that every individual has in the types of complex organization

modern society breeds.

When Dawson College opted for participatory democracy it opted for

inuing change with connotations no one had the originality to iMagine.

a the status quo is the product of consensus (or near consensus) on

tions to problems that will work for the most of the people the.most

ie time, the initiation of the conflict required to suggest change in

ages like Dawson College may then always fall on a few people. These

nay be students or faculty (not often administrators). They are not

asentative of the total group in point of view nor are they elected

present the group officially. However the claim, established by

pption that "anyone has a right to speak anywhere, anytime, about

11n9." holds. Unless these few have a highly developed and-sophisticated

e of social responsibility a brand of paternalistic fascism can emerge.

basic development was not anticipated. For example, normally a
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teacher does not comment on the organizational problems of reg stration.

We did.

In selecting faculty for this college in 1969 there was available an

unusual number of talented dissenters. There were draft evaders from the

United States, there were militant students (some of them well over 20

who were much interested in evolving a college), and there were restless

wanderers who had taught in many places, always searching for the place

which would accept and apply their ideologies.

For these latter, Dawson Colle e was to be the place of fulfillment.

It transpired that after struggling in many places to establish their

beliefs they Were sure they knew what people should believe and do. "Be

free the way I am free or you aren't free" became their theme. In many

instances where an effort was being made to establish routines by democratic

process there would be volunteers "to get the job done". There was no

understanding of the possibility that failure to get the job done might

teach more at that moment than the alternative result. This phenomenon was

not anticipated.

The s z ina required for coping with these types of phenomena is

beyond the a6ility of many, and almost everyone falters on occasion. Many

of those people who had been most enthusiastic about the idea and the

evolution of its application collapsed, retreated to their classroom and

office after a few months when they disagreed with, or were shocked at-,

results that were unexpected. At the very moment when they could have used

their new knowledge constructively they disappeared. Similarly, unlikely

people emerged who could cope with the frustrations that our loose structure

produced. No one gueSsed, themselves included, that they had these strengths.

The emergence of both types was unexpected.

The longer the College operates the more golden the first and founding

year becomes. Some do not remember it that way except that this yearning
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does reflect the importance that was vested in belonging to a small and

inspired group who opted for a common cause. Every organizational guide

or rule introduced since that year, by the government or internally, is

fought and opposed as a threat to the original meaning. Actually that year

was much more 'golden' for the faculty than the students. A few of the

latter are still trying to straighten out their transcripts.

The two themes of unanticipated consequences of purposeful action and

the search for primary group identification in a complex society are exposed

in everything we have discussed, fought for, or against, for six years.

4. Benefits and Costs

The Phi_los_2p1-1.

Returnlng to the thrust of this paper, what was the basic philosophy

on which Dawson College was to operate? The Parent Report implied more

education for more students of a better kind. How close have we come to

this goal and what have been the costs?

Although we knew, when we opened in 1969 in a made-over drug faCtory

below Dorchester Street in Westmount, that we were to develop a college

that was an expression of the English language and cultu're!, the details

were more than vague very often. We were to operate as a "total community"

with great emphasis on participation from all segments of the college

community in decision-making, an important and, we felt, necessary educa-

tional device. This experience of participation was to be a very real and

significant training for life in a rapidly changing society.

We still have this philosophy because we still believe in it. But

political climate changes, economic climate changes, and in consequence
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temperament and desires and opinions of students change also. Student-

teacher parity, for example, was a college-wide issue when Dawson College

opened. Now students are more interested in traditional educational goals,

and instead of wide concern about how the college is run they are more

concerned about what happens in the classroom. This means that new ways,

in the classroom, must be devised for teaching student parity if we still

believe in its importance - and we do. We are in a sense trying to teach

from a political model. We have been requested to teach an experience of

democracy through participation in college governance. This goal can only

be defended for educational reasons - and then only when mechanisms are

found to encourage (I avoid using the word "force") students to participate.

Truly representative participation is the only justification for our

inefficiency and chaos. Procedures are awkward and time consuming, but

students who never spoke in a meeting will suddenly becom:- ,affective and

articulate. They have learned. They are, of course, experiencing in

microcosm what they must face in the larger society. The process also

provides a siphon for discontent. We have never had student disorders in

Dawson. Everyone has a chance to speak his discontents when they arise.

Similarly no good idea is ever put down. Anyone who has an idea will have

a hearing. Although presented and experienced in imperfection, these are

the "perfections" of a democratic society.

Given the assumption of more and better education for more people

(especially the young), as outlined by the Parent Commission report, we

have to examine how this assumption matches other aspects of our society.

We are faced with questions. First, whom do we admit? If we cannot admit

all, what are our priorities? What stress should be laid on various aspects

of education? In other words what are we educating for - is it for

occupation implying income, is it for life satisfaction and leisure, is it

general education preparing students in an overall way to think, is it a

step in life-long education, is it a programme designed to fulfil require-

ments for a diploma as a part of an organized sequence of studies, is it

mass education with connotations of functional literacy and political
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expectation? The answers to these questions have become less clear as we

keep trying to apply our initial philosophical beliefs. Answers imply

choices. Very often we have tried to combine the benefits of opposing

choices and pay the cost of neither. Ultimate choices will not only

affect our curricula but the nature of our social structure.

Curriculum.

In view of our new types of student and n w kinds of goal in a

changing world we still must keep asking what the curriculum should consist

of. The original plan provided for a two-year sequence in Arts or Science

(pre-university) and three-year programmes for those students who were

preparing for high-skill level occupatioas in para-medical areas, business,

industry, or socially oriented areas such as community leadership, social

aid. The most important aspect was "the mix" in the conmon or obligatory

courses - every student was to take a general type of philosophy (Humanities

and a course in English each term for two years. In each class it was

expected that there would be students from each of the three streams. The

idea was, and is a gooa one. It assumed equal potential, although not

necessarily in the same area of learning, and equal opportunity with no fee

beyond high school. It assumed a concentration of study in the pre-

university streams towards Science or Arts with one course each term outside

one's stream. The occupational stream was more structured. By implementing

this kind of education beyond high school, and free of &large, obviously

we had and have "more education". The plan was designed, however, for post-

high school students. We have made special rules for those who have not

quite finished high school. We have given limited opportunity to less

successful students by allowing them to take four courses a term instead

of six. We do accept students, over 20 years of age, who have had work

experience of one year, even if they have not been to high school. But we

have never really faced the problem of the hundreds of young people living

in the areas where our schools are who have no skills and who never finished

or even got to high school. We still must ask whether we are really meeting
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the needs of our society with the restrictions we have had placed on us.

Is our emphasis to be on life-long continuing education for everyone or

only those who get a high school certifiCate? Must we teach the kind of

subject matter that has always been taught and which perpetuates society s

structure, or must we think in terms of non-school, de-school, new school,

for the kinds of people who have not been interested in education before?

It is difficult enough to try to be innovative within a system, but almost

"unfaceable" to think of what education might be or should be. If CEGEP

education is the only route from secondary level to university education,

what accomodations must be made for changes to suit a greater variety of .

students than before? What real differences are there in the ability of

students from families that we call disadvantaged? How much variation is

there in level of ability from one area of the city to another - from the

elite areas to lower-cost areas of the city? Should adjustments be made

in subject matter according to geographic location? Is it possible to

assume uniformity of approach in such a setting, or should difference of

subject matter, techniques of teaching, and achievement standards be assumed?

What is the meaning of democracy in education among populations with variation

of income and opportunity? What muld the results be if adjustments to

meet these questions were made?

Thereaye,,clear benefits in bein5 able to offer a new type of educati n

for a Wider range of-types of student but the costs lie.in uncertainty

ahout the jecisions made, restrictions on the limits for admdssion to-

education for thousands who should have it, a-4 finally in our inability

to predict the future setting for, and ciemen4s on, post-secondary education.

Orvnization aoillethod.

One of the major organizational concerns at Da son has been about

admissions. Already more post-high sChool students are being offered more

education, but what about the inner-city youns people who are the special

concern of Dawson College? For example, how far shoUla we go in admitting

special cases? It is obviously no kindness to allow poorly. qualified

1. 28
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students in if the curriculum remains rigid and if we have no provision for

remedial and upgrading kinds of instruction. Increasing population and

limit, on resources require much more careful planning on who to educate,

how much education students should have and for how long a period. What is

the goal of education - more skilled workers, more high science graduates,

more university graduates, for teaching jobs? Many of the questions asked

in other parts of the world apply equally here. There are not enough teachers

and there is not enough money to educate everyone the way we have been used

to educate some.

The introduction of any new educational system today reflects the

totality of complexity of our society in change. The need for scarce highly

specialized expertise is far beyond the budget available in CEGEP, and

somehow "made-over" successful teachers who have a flair and taste for the

global educational view are drafted into problem-solving and decision-

making areas for which they have instinct but little training. Often we

do not have enougy.s_kill or knowledge, to articulate.our problems well enou-h

to ask accurately for the expertise we need. This is our basic organiza-

tional problem.

Added to the need for specialized expertise, and the budget to implement

it, we have a second basic problem. Given our present organization, its

youth, and the turn-over of personnel, our communication of fact, of

requirement, and of applications needs perfection. Thoie who.are asked to

perform specific tasks and/or provide information often do not know the

a) back9round for the task, they do not understand exactly b) what they are

being asked to do, and they do not understand c) why they are 6eing asked to

do it. We need much more detailed information in all these areas (in fact,

constant teaching in 21.9ces); it must be provided promptly when it is

needed and there must be mechanisms for continuity input and feedback. All

these items imply more than usually hi9h costs for secretarial help, printing

and all kinds of communication services (buses, "runners", tele-communication

devices, instant printing).
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Tht flair for organization may be in -uitive but there is not much

basic knowledge for reliable prediction of needs in new settings.

Further, in the last year of our history in CEGEP the e has been a

ser es of disturbing organizational events, disturbing for teacherS particularly.

The suggestion of a general re-arrangement of our curriculum requirements

and eMphasis _was intro4uced (the nouveau rdiniepedargique), with little

warning many felt. A seneral re-classification of teachers was begun which

was especially threatening because classification is the only recognition

of worth we 6ave. Wre have no tities,,no recognition of merit, and are only

recognized by what we are paid. Nearly everyone received de-classification;

nearly everyone saw his worth questioned. The third problem has been

discussion of certification of teachers. Teacher training has always been

questioned by many. It is associated with lower-school procedures. Teachers

who thought they were Iiired for junior university see themselves being

treated with the same restrictions as those in a high school. This is an

exaggerated reaction perhaps, but understandable.

In spite of this array of facts and variables which could be called the

costs of a new system I prefer to think of them as background to the

accomplishments of six years that I think are benefits to the Montreal

community in spite of their complexity. They point to the one great benefit

we have had in being a new system. No structures are frozen and we have had

six years of quite remarkable organizational innovation and continuing

change. We now have buildings scattered from East Montreal near the new

(pc building to Westmount where our original drug factory is located.

Student numbers have risen to over 7,000 in 1975 from 1,200 in the first

-year, and we have almost 2,000 in special and evening programmes.

For those suited to change it has been an amazins "frontier" experience.

We have faced the problems of a bilinsial and bicultural society. We have

sensed ourselves as a minority within a minority. We are faced with
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responsibility to introduce teacher-student parity in all decision-making

areas of the college. We have to be ready for constantly shifting emphases

and accompanying readiness for pressured changes in curriculum, organization,

and planning. The compensation for these complications is the constant

stimulus of new challenges, arrangements, and relationships. No one may

be suitable for any other job after exposure to these types of excitement.

On the other hand perhaps no one should stay in such a system for more than

five years. Exhaustion and even disenchantment, point to the need for a

constant inflow of new people with new vigor and energy. No one may be able

to stay long enough to become an exfert.

It is possible that th people who have the most exciting time in

such educational process are the administrators. They are best able to

maintain a global view of events. Some, even many, teachers do have the

stamina for non-structure and grow in strength, wisdom, and imagination.

Others who thought they were free spirits retreat to a more ordered setting.

Quite obviously any CEGEP is trying and difficult for students who have

keen used to the structure of 14 school. It is a challenge to maintain

the atmosphere of humanitarianism we think so important. Non-structure or

limited structure can be threatening, and thus, sometimes destructive.

I felt five years ago that there was a tendency to expect the best of

two systems without paying the cost of either. Today there is a greater

realism and perhaps less fantasy. New attitudes bring new routinesbut

again the problem is raised. What are realistic 9oals? What way should

education be directed? Who will benefit most by it? Are we educating for

jobs or for general training towards creative use of the mind, to be followed

later by specialization?

1 1
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5 A Set of Principles

a) Althoughlonee s a-edlhypotheses for testing seem almost self-evident,

t took us a lono time to discover how to state them. Even yet we are not,

for one reason or another, testing them and applying the results. They are

all related to organization and its resulting structure and/or to communica-

tion.

b) We have certainly experienced the relationships of complexity_of

oramization and.the_ diffi_culties of communication. When we operated as an

informal community of roushly 1200 people in one building we felt the sense.

of 'shared enterprise'. Everyone knew eVerything about everyone and every-

thing in an informal way. There were vei-y few rules and guidelines and almost

no defined roles. There was frequent re-definition in terms of new needs or

newly recognized needs,. Each year we absorbed more students new teachers,

and endless new arrangements for extemporized accomodation. It became evident

that 1) the more the_greater

defined roles_and relationshtn and 2) the more_cEntqx_the enter rise the

pporer the quality of communication_. We began as a tribal village and we

have become a fair-sized town, in six years, with inadequate budget and poor

housing.

Many new educational ven ures announce plans for flexibility and

innovation. But couple these plans with increasing size of college popula ion,

numbers of buildings, and variety of offerings and you are bound for grief.

Human bein3s can stand only so much uncertainty. If the teaching-learning

setting is experimental the structure cannot be experimental also. The main

reason for this inability is undoubtedly lack of information, that is, poor

communication again. Thus, 3) the greater the organizational flexibility to

cita_age the more difficult communication becomes; and

d) with the above we conclude that 4) thILlirkatr the or anizational

ireater_ the tendenc- _towards limtted an4 structured_teochin-7

learninisettinos. Unless this ten _is recognized there is a discernable



increase in level of anxiety, indecision, rumour, gossip, paranoia and other

aspects that are most unpleasant.

e) Finally, in new systems It should be recognized that 5) the greater_the

comp3oxwe have_both lo_structure and curriculum, accompanied as they will

be by increased levels of uncertainty and lock of ability to predict, tho

mord.the tendepcy_to seek olt_t_infETA11402mg_o_poct of familiarity_lq

determine decisionmaking. For example, we can state a theory of diminishing

familiarity in hiring, esoecially administrators. Involving five variables

affecting familiarity: language, Canadianism, religion, place of origin,

type of experience in education, we look for ipdividuals who will be

reinforcing. One suspects that in En-lish-language CEGEP we look first for

a bilinguaL English Canadian, Roman Catholic, born in Quebec.

Dr pping one variable at a -ime we have the priority of demanding

familiarity to: withln .quebec English-speaking (2) to Protestant (3) to

Roman Catholic OR .Protestant (4), to Private Uucation (5) to Public.Educa ion

(6) to Private OR Public Education (7), to outsidellyet2pc an English-speaking

person, Canadian or non-Canadian, Roman Catholic or Protestant, from Public

or Private Education.

Considered in this context the -:endency to hire friends or relatives

in rapidly developing countries or areas is understandable. Everything seems

uncertain, old patterns have gone, new patterns are slow to emerge. A

measure of security is found in individyals that 4:re best known and most

familiar.
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Additional Co- ent

CEOEP Part of a Sequence

There are certain problems of CEGEP that are rooted beyond the boundaries

of the system. A free post-secondary tyfe of education designed for variety

and gener40 exposure to learning is, no doubt, an excellent preparation for

life and even for specialized education to follow. But the problems of

linking such a type of education to the high )ols on one hand and the

university, or highly specialized occupations (-1 the other, has been

unbelievably difficult. I could discuss this matter in endless detail.

The basic problem is really one of a value system of education. Parents were

disturbed by this new thing - was it 'for real'? Could you pretend it was

not there? Students, counsellors and teachers in high schools could not get

the basic ideas sorted out - and why should they try. They had planned to

'go to university'.

On the other hand univers ties were not used to the wide range.. of types

of student now ready to enter. Professors,were not at all sure the-itudents

were properly prepared to enter their university courses and there. have .been

endless discussions of equivalences, over-lapping and so on. in-instances

like these-statistics do not make very much difference. It is how people .

feel_ that counts.

As long as there are empty seats to be filled in the universAties there

will not be a great issue created between the two institutions, but if- any

imbalance occurs (and it thay because We are uncertain of prejeations) the

high feeling will be difficult to resolve.

) The Meaning_of Public Educat on

When the scope of education is extended for large numbers one must ask

"how public is public education?"



Technically, everyone who graduates from high school with a Secondary V

has a rigk to a seat somewhere in CEGEP. :Similarly everyone who graduates

frork,CEGCP has a right to a place in university, although not necessarily

in a specific programme.

Geyond that, however, perhaps our first concern should really be for

all those young people and all the mature people who did not graduate from

1034 school. How can these people be served? how can they be reached? And

what further education do they need and what will they accept?

A secon4 problem revolves around the traditional value system with its

prestige connotations relating to university education. There is an

inclination in CEGEP to assume this system gut our new urban world wi

its heavy industrialization and demand for many tyfes of service occupations

requires specialized training at a high level. This emphasis is new and

it has no value system and no tradition. How can students be helped to see

that in these areas of training they can find new and challenging ways to

employ themselves? Often the training is more exciting than anything I ever

dreamed of. At present, however, many of these areas of training require

higher high school graduation standing than that for pre-university Arts

students. What must we do in the way of short term diploma programmes in

specialized skills of a more restricted type for people who have had less

schooling?

Finally, how are young teachers 'fresh out' of graduate programmes in

university to be led to realize that CEGEP are not mini-universities? How

can we perpetuate,the best of university belief in a settins which is

controlled much more in the manner of senior high schools?

One should ask one further question about "the bright student': as he

has always been called the one who was at ease in the traditional system

and who now may feel he wastes too much time on general considerations and

involvement with many types of student unlike those of his category. Ve,
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mst ask ourselves whether we are making it clear that this free more nearly

universal public education has aspects that make up to all students what some

feel they have lost. It is not enough that we know it is better for him if

he cannot see it himself. These are basic societal problems that we must

grapple with.

A Model_For Minorit_ Operation

As ttme passes it becomes increasingly apOarent that colleges that

opened after Dawson (led by Vanier College) are following the same sequence

of problemps that we have had. This is true for the satellite campuses also:

LaFontaine campus of Oawson College and the Snowdon campus of Vanier College.

It seems that every unit is trying in its own style to develop a model for

operation as a minority.

One way to make the attgnpt to develop this model is to embrace an

at itude of rigid conformity. In the case of En3lish CEGEP Dawson was

directed to open a college which would reflect the English language and

culture. We opened and began to operate on this assumption. But 'the word'

was easier than 'the act'. Our efforts were I think not very well understood

or accepted very often. The second college group observed this and I think

has made evQry effort to obey the letter of the law: speak French, follow

French routines and Mechenism5 for getting things done, pretend you are

French, defer to all directives. And then find your tedching freedom within

this st ucture and inside your own walls.

The other stance, which Dawson took in the beginning in good faith

but afterwards perhaps because of conviction, requires an open-ended

interpretation of laid on requirements - ignore some directives and re-

interpret others, try to be yourselves and suffer consequences if necessary.

Obviously one version of minority expression is more conflictual than the

other. Both attempt to answer the-problem of how to evolve an operational

model. One thing is apparent: the only strength for Engiish-language CEGEP,

as it is for any minority, is found by working together rather than in conflict.

13.6:
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Conclusion

What Has Been Accomplished

eting.recentlx-.PourGallagherhojeunded-,Diwon.,.Cellegehand

retireciospirecto-r7General:in DecemberdistuSsed. What. had'happenedjnAhe::

CEGEP.'tYsten. He:said that-the Ebaic foteptioii of the'Parent,:repOrt-which

-- required the opening of PoSt-secondary insti,tOtions:wasto.prOvido-an

intelligent Joform0-4Omotratic. citizett. We have -to .4sk-.otirselyeS hoW

near we areto-realizing thi- goal.

Gallagher-pointed out .hoWimpor ant it is not to 'generalize 'about-

any-One collegc or two colleles', or-the Enslish systerm,-..or the.Frencb-English,

system, but he-Uid put forward his observations On what the.SitemaS-a'Whole

'has aCcohplishe4:

1. CEGEP bave helped to correct the depersonalization of education at

the higher level;

2. Every one of the CEGEP gives some participatory t aining;

3. All CEGEP have begun to chal enge the worst aspec s of academ c

standards.

What Ita-s.Been.rLeft Undone.' .

0 bit side he enuherated:

.

1 ,CEDEP were intendea for More

"have nOtget-.0Oing:-On tkis"1,

CEGMOOthOromised a selfoUt On.whattEGEPshOuld and .could-bei:

.CEGEP:ware frieant to. be One'of .610 instruments of .0emocratiz doh.

but they are-still-Mddleolass--- in Orientation.

Jhan.high. schd0..-04

Education after hii school is better than it was, but not what it

ought to be or could be.-
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Abstrac

Project ARISTOTLE Automated- Retrieval Informationstem to Track

and lOptimize the Training and-Learning-Environment) is a systematic

approach to analysing .and synthesizing the training and learning

environment in order to optimize the total operation's effectiveness

and efficiency through the use of a computerized network of data bases.

The training and learning environment is defined as a System

intended to fill the skill and knowledge gap between job market

requirements and labour force capability.

By examining the present situation with respect to: Job-field

requirements, testing of referrals and management of people, processes

and things to provide particular skills and knowledges; then designing

information systems to optimize these functions, a model for an

effective and efficient training centre can be generated.

By integrating this synthesized model with existing training centre

operations, a new implementation and operational model will be generated.

It is this new model which is the primary product of the project.

There are two simultaneous sets of activities going on during

the project. The total training system is analysed and a proposed set

of functions for optimal operation are synthesized. At the same time

parts of that system which can be computerized-(including those

subsystems which are already in existence and employ EDP) will be

identified and integrated into a computer network.

Field testing will be carried out with respect to the follow ng

functions: student tracking and record-keeping, diagnosis and

prescription, curriculum and instructional resource banking and

evaluation of the whole vstem.

The general model produced will be capable of dissemination and

the total system left open to additioniglild modifications.
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Trairtpg Improvement_Pl#h _(TIF)

The Department of Manpower and Immigration has set aside, from

within the Canada Manpower training program, an amount for the

purpose of making available financial resources to provinces in

order that they may undertake activities leading to an improve-

ment in the effectiveness and efficiency of the Canada Manpower

Training Program in all aspects. The following areas of present

concern are: adult training methodologies, innovative training

Procedures, selection criteria and procedures applicable to

persons to be trained, improvements in the training of instruc ors:

occupational or task analysis, assessment of present t aining

Programs and implementation of pilot projects.

Under the auspices of the Manpower Training Branch of the Ontario

Ministry of Colleges and Universities a proposal was submitted

requesting access to TIP and outlining the problems, objectives,

design and components, time schedule, methods of evaluation and

the personnel. The working facilities and budget of the project

would be managed through Humber College, Lakeshore Campus.They

would be responsible 'for developing and field testing in 'co-operation

with Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology and the College Bibliocentre.

The whole project -:now named ARISTOTLE would require

two and one.half (21/2) years over four (4) fiscal years. The first

tWo fiscal years of funding are being approved i.e? approximately

half of the project is funded while the secend half will have to

be negotiated in the fall of 1975. ($206,000 for the first year -

$214,000 for the second year if it is approved
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The Problem

The goals pursued by our Society include the p_evision of

opportunities for individuals to achieve economic stability and

personal growth. Training and Edncation are regarded
. as means

of achieving these goals.

Training is here defined as a conscious purposeful effort

reduce the discrepancy between the range of skills and knowledges

required to perform in a particular vocational or occupational

field and the range of skills and knowledges already possessed by

a potentially employable individual.

The mission of the Training Centre, in our view, is to provide

the individual with that portion of skill and knowledge which he

lacks in order to become a viable candidate for employment in a

particular field.

On the one hand we must have information regarding the

ap itude and present level of achievement of the individual while

on the other hand we must have information regarding the requirements

of the vocational and job fields. The effectiveness of the

Training which is intended to fill this gap depends heavily upon the

information available about the individual and the occupational

requirements.

To optimize training, informa-ion on these two areas must be

available, relevant, imediate, up-to.date And,interpretable. The

training process itself must be highly flexible in order to cope with

a changing, broad set of occupational fields as well as with a

heterogeneous group of trainees.

The problem is essentially the need for relevant information to

make appropriate decisions.
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Project ARISTOTLE

The project title - 'Automated Retrieval Information lystem to Track

and Optimize the Training and Learning Environment' summarizes the a ms

and objectives of this project.

'Automated Retrieval Information System .' emphasizes the concept

of an integrated network of computerized data systems to support the

efficacious management of a Training Centre.

The development of innovative delivery systems for train ng has

created the problem of trainee 'tracking' and one solution is to create

an efficient information processing system.

The major thrust of the project is to 'optimize"training' and

learning' through a computer-managed approach.

The 9oal of ARISTOTLE is to design, develop, implement and evaluate

and disseminate a MODEL for a computer-manages system. The activities

included in the system encompass: trainee diagnosis and counselling,

course placement, training and learning, career mobility and job placement.

The computer-managed network would integrate all available data and

subsystems within the domain of overlapping activities carried on V

the Canada Manpower Centres (CMC), the Manpower Training Branch (MTB)

of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities and the Training Centres (IC).
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Given the resources (both human and hnologica Project ARISTOTLE

will do the following:

Design, develop implement, evaluate and disseminate a MODEL for

an integrated computer-based information data system to link: CMC,

MTB and CAAT data requirements, test banks, resource materials,

curriculum development, operational and student placement procedures

with the functioning of a Training Centre. The project's output

must meet the cb ectives of the users.

Locate, analyse, select and/or modify existing subsystems which

will st_sport the development of Project ARISTOTLE.

Collect, analyse and synthesize evaluative, historical and

statistical data to support research and development aspects of

Project ARISTOTLE.
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primary elements of a dynamic learning situation are the TIME assigned
) complete a learning task, the CONTENT or curriculum that is being
and the INDIVIDUAL or learner who will interact with the content over time.

raining environment which has evolved in the last 15 years assumes a
hien time (say, 52 weeks as stated by the CMCs - Canada Manpower Centres)
mably fixed content or curriculum. The variable is the individual whose
is to be changed to meet the fixed requirements of time and content.

;ent years attempts have been made to free up the time it takes an
to complete a program but the standard or criterion of efficiency is
Fixed, given time. In'other words we measure efficiency in terms of how
its can complete a program in less than the alotted time,

have also been treMendous efforts to modify and improve the contentior
The shift toward Individualized Instruction, however, has mainly been

management or delivery systems to enable students to start a course at
kther than allow students to deal with curriculum in a way which meets
articular need or learning style.

roach being suggested here is one_of diagnosing the INDIVIDUAL before
dther content or time. Some of this is already going on - learning
er completely fit into neat little packages of activity. The tools
I carry out such an approach have not been readily available or if
not very easy to implement. The suggestion now is that the COMPUTER

T of new techniques based upon interdisciplinary approaches are available.

ilowing paradigm represents or illustrates this concept.

, TRAINING

THE LEARNING DYNAMIC

TIME

(TRACKING)

CONTENT

(PRESCRIPTIO

INDIVIDUAL

. (DIAGNOSIS)

3.INDICATE ELEMENTS OF PRO ECT ARISTOTLE

-150:

INNOVATIVE
TRAINING
(RESEARCH)

51

(CONTINUOUS ING)

(

LEARNING RESOURC-
CENTRES AND DATA
BANKING

APTITUDE AND ,
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